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Abstract
Clustering is an unsupervisedmachine learning technique, which involves
discovering different clusters (groups) of similar objects in unlabeled data
and is generally considered to be a NP hard problem. Clustering methods
are widely used in a verity of disciplines for analyzing different types of
data, and a small improvement in clustering method can cause a ripple
effect in advancing research of multiple fields.
Clustering any type of data is challenging and there are many open
research questions. The clustering problem is exacerbated in the case of
text data because of the additional challenges such as issues in capturing
semantics of a document, handling rich features of text data and dealing
with the well known problem of the curse of dimensionality.
In this thesis, we investigate the limitations of existing text clustering
methods and address these limitations by providing five new text cluster-
ing methods–Query Sense Clustering (QSC), Dirichlet Weighted K-means
(DWKM),Multi-ViewMulti-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MMOEA),
Multi-objective Document Clustering (MDC) and Multi-Objective Multi-
View Ensemble Clustering (MOMVEC). These five new clustering meth-
ods showed that the use of rich features in text clustering methods could
outperform the existing state-of-the-art text clustering methods.
The first new text clustering method QSC exploits user queries (one of
the rich features in text data) to generate better quality clusters and cluster
labels.
The second text clusteringmethodDWKMuses probability basedweight-
ing scheme to formulate a semantically weighted distance measure to im-
prove the clustering results.
The third text clustering methodMMOEA is based on a multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm. MMOEA exploits rich features to generate a di-
verse set of candidate clustering solutions, and forms a better clustering
solution using a cluster-oriented approach.
The fourth and the fifth text clustering method MDC and MOMVEC
address the limitations of MMOEA. MDC and MOMVEC differ in terms
of the implementation of their multi-objective evolutionary approaches.
All five methods are compared with existing state-of-the-art methods.
The results of the comparisons show that the newly developed text clus-
tering methods out-perform existing methods by achieving up to 16% im-
provement for some comparisons. In general, almost all newly developed
clustering algorithms showed statistically significant improvements over
other existing methods.
The key ideas of the thesis highlight that exploiting user queries im-
proves Search Result Clustering(SRC); utilizing rich features in weighting
schemes and distance measures improves soft subspace clustering; uti-
lizing multiple views and a multi-objective cluster oriented method im-
proves clustering ensemble methods; and better evolutionary operators
and objective functions improve multi-objective evolutionary clustering
ensemble methods.
The new text clusteringmethods introduced in this thesis can bewidely
applied in various domains that involve analysis of text data. The contri-
butions of this thesis which include five new text clustering methods, will
not only help researchers in the data mining field but also to help a wide
range of researchers in other fields.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Organizing similar objects into different groups provides an opportunity
to learn about the structure of the data. Generally, objects are grouped
together by considering the common characteristics of the objects. For
example documents that share common words can be clustered together
and the records of patients that provide similar symptoms can be clustered
together. The former example, can be useful to create a library catalog
whereas the later example can be useful to prescribe similar treatments for
patients.
In computer science, clustering or cluster analysis is an unsupervised
machine learning technique inspired from the human ability to group sim-
ilar objects in unlabeled data. Unlabeled data generally refers to raw data
or data without the information of the groups or classes. Clustering an-
alyzes the data and discovers hidden structure of the data by grouping
similar data objects based on some notion of similarity. The main aim of
clustering is to have better understanding of the data by learning from the
structure of data obtained from clustering.
Clustering has received enormous attention in the research commu-
nity because of its challenging problems and a wide range of applications
[52, 61]. It has been investigated for decades and research is still going
on in a wide range of disciplines such as data mining, machine learning,
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pattern recognition, image analysis, information retrieval, bioinformatics,
theoretical computer science and statistics. General applications that can
benefit from such clustering include document analysis, gene expression
analysis, sensor surveillance, customer segmentation and image segmen-
tation [52]. Since clustering methods are widely applied in various fields
of science to perform data analysis, a small step towards improving clus-
tering methods can be a catalyst for advancement in different fields and
can initiate new directions for the researchers.
1.1 Clustering
Grouping similar objects into different clusters is generally referred as the
clustering problem or the clustering task. In 1957, Stuart Lloyd developed
a clustering method named k-means [91] for automatically finding groups
in data and to address the clustering problem. Since then thousands of
variations of k-means and new clustering methods have been proposed.
However, due to the ill-posed nature of the clustering problem, clustering
still has many challenges [75]. For example, Figure 1.1 depicts the problem
of multiple possible clustering solutions with different levels (i.e. three
big clusters or five small clusters) of the same data. Figure 1.2 depicts the
problem of overlapping objects in clusters and objects that do not belong
to any clusters (generally referred to as outliers).
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In Figure 1.1, there are two possible clustering solutions (option 1 and
option 2) to the clustering problem. Deciding which option is better than
the other does not have a straightforward solution. In some cases, hav-
ing big clusters is preferred and in other cases, having small clusters are
preferred. One way to address this issue is to check the compactness (sim-
ilarity of objects within clusters) of the clusters in a clustering solution.
Determining the compactness of the clusters depends upon the way of
measuring the distance between objects. A poor choice of a distance mea-
sure may lead to grouping of objects that are not very similar to each other,
and results in a bad quality clustering solution. Furthermore, even with
a good choice of a distance measure, in some cases different clustering
solutions might have the same compactness. Hence, the problem of mul-
tiple clustering solutions still lingers. Also the two clustering solutions in
Figure 1.1 might provide two different insights of the data and it may be
better to produce two clustering solutions instead of one.
Since real world objects can belong to more than one cluster, it is of-
ten desired for a clustering method to produce overlapping clusters. The
overlapping cluster depicted in Figure 1.2 often requires a threshold pa-
rameter. The value of this threshold depends on the question how much
overlapping should be allowed.
Traditional algorithms such as k-means restrict objects to only one clus-
ter to avoid setting the value of a threshold. Other clustering methods
generally choose the value of a threshold based on intuition or after con-
ducting various experiments on the datasets. This might not be a good
approach as different datasets will need different threshold values.
Figure 1.2 depicts an object, which is not assigned or covered by any
cluster, referred as an outlier. Outliers are very common in noisy data 1 and
can result in poor compactness of the overall clustering solution. Hence, a
clustering method also has to address the outliers in such a way that the
compactness of a clustering solution is not compromised.
1noisy data refers to data points that do not follow the underlying pattern
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1.2 Clustering Text Data
Traditional clustering methods generally address data described in terms
of numeric or nominal attributes [58, 74, 79, 103, 150, 91]. Traditional clus-
tering methods can be extended to cluster text data such as documents.
Text can be represented as a binary data, where a word in a document (or
text segment) is treated as a binary feature based on the presence/absence
of the word in the document. Clustering methods for nominal data can
use this binary representation to cluster the documents [79]. A better text
representation which involves weighting schemes based on the frequen-
cies of the words in a document and frequencies of words in the collection
of all the documents can also be used in traditional clustering methods to
group similar documents.
However, a recent survey of text clustering methods argues that gen-
eral purpose clustering methods such as k-means should not be used to
cluster text data [4]. The survey is mainly focused on describing existing
text clustering methods. However, it also highlights that text has rich fea-
tureswith unique characteristics which need to be considered in clustering
text data, and raises unanswered questions such aswhat are the rich features
in text?, how do we represent rich features? and how can we exploit rich features
for improving clustering methods?
Upon further study, we observed that the existing literature only touches
the tip of an iceberg when it comes to exploiting rich features for clustering
text data.
1.2.1 Richness of text data
The richness of text data involves syntactic, semantic and structural fea-
tures of the text [44]. An example of syntactic features areword-frequencies
(number of time a word occurred) in the documents. Examples of seman-
tic features are synonyms (words having same meaning), phrases, am-
biguous words/phrases (words/phrases with multiple meanings), top-
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ics (meta features), contextual information of the text etc. An example
of structural features are markups of the text such as title, headings, hy-
pertext (weblinks) etc. In addition, text data can have domain specific
features, for example, a user query in a result set return by search engines,
hashtags in twitter text data, citations in research articles etc.
Since clustering text involves rich data [44], it exacerbates the cluster-
ing problem by adding the extra challenges of dealing with rich features.
One of the key challenges in dealing with text data is to transform or rep-
resent the rich data. Another major challenge is to measure the similarity
between two documents.
Representing text data using Vector SpaceModel (VSM) assumeswords
are independent, unordered and have no context (i.e. it ignores the seman-
tic information) [11]. However, these assumptions are not realistic and
often mislead and result in poor quality clustering solutions.
The different representations of the text data can result in different clus-
tering solutions e.g. clustering research articles by only considering the
citations of the articles will produce one possible set of clusters and clus-
tering research articles by only considering the contents of the article could
result in another possible sets of clusters. Also, both clustering solutions
could provide different insights about the research articles. Unfortunately
in different clusteringmethods, the different representation of the text data
or the rich features (which can be used to represent data) are not generally
utilized, therefore, a poor quality clustering solutions is often produced by
the clustering methods.
1.2.2 Multi-View Data
Documents in text data are generally represented using only syntactic fea-
tures. Recent approaches have used semantic and structural features along
with syntactics features for document representations. However, the use
of multiple features at the same time in text clustering is rare. The multiple
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representations of data are also known as multi-view data [143, 121].
Multi-view data or multiple views refer to different representations or
perspectives of the same data instance. Generally each view may have
distinct statistical properties or formulations that lead to different insights
of the data. Following are the examples of views in different domains.
• In analysis of scientific documents, the views are syntactical features
such as words of documents, network graph of references/citations,
description of the documents such as title, author, conferences and
all other possible ways to represent a document.
• In customer segmentation, the views are the different set of cus-
tomer behavior such as attributes related to sports activities, food
consumption, and music genre etc.
• In a gene expression analysis, the views are different functional roles
of genes.
• In sensor surveillance, the views are different measurements of sen-
sor nodes.
• In image segmentation, the views are different subsets of pixel fea-
tures.
In general, objects that can be represented inmultiple ways by different
features can provide different perspectives or views of the data. Further-
more, views can be based on homogeneous data with different subsets
of features or heterogeneous data of different types of features. Hetero-
geneous data of different features in web pages include: words in docu-
ments; publishing date of a web page; average visitor time on the web
page; and revenue generated per month from displaying ads on the web
page. Another example of heterogeneous data of different features is sci-
entific publication analysis, where documents can be represented in a vec-
tor space (word-frequency) as well as graph space (based on the citations).
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Figure 1.3: Examples of disjoint and overlapping views in subspace (a sub-
set of features).
In addition, a subset of features or subspaces can also provide a distinct
perspective of the data. Hence, the views can also be based on subsets of
features.
Figure 1.3 shows different types of views that can be found in the sub-
set of features. The black squares on the first row show the specific feature
is present in all clusters. Whereas, the light gray squares on the first row
show the specific feature is present in particular clusters. A black square
next to the clusters (rows 2-5) show that a feature f is present in the cluster
C. The disjoint views consist of different subset of features (f1, f2, f3 repre-
sent one view and f4, f5, f6 represent another view) and do not share any
features. Overlapping views, share one or more features that are already
included in the different views.
As said earlier, different views may lead to a different set of clusters
and can provide different insights of the data. Generally previous text
clustering approaches only considered one view of the data for cluster-
ing. This thesis will focus on using multiple views to improve clustering
methods.
1.3 Scope
Addressing all the challenges of clustering data is too broad for this thesis.
Therefore, the scope of this thesis is restricted to the following clustering
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approaches for text data.
1.3.1 Search Result Clustering
The rich features vary from domain to domain in the development of spe-
cial purpose text clustering methods. For example, user query in Search
Result Clustering (SRC) is a rich feature which is not present in general clus-
tering of documents. SRC is a special purpose clustering approach which
groups the results of a user query in such a way that each cluster repre-
sents a set of related results. To be useful to the user, the different cluster
should contain the results corresponding to different possible meanings of
the user query and the cluster labels should reflect these meanings. How-
ever, existing SRC methods often ignore the utilization of the user query
and group the results based on the similarity of search results.
Limitations of Search Result Clustering
Existing SRCmethods are vulnerable to the two problems: low quality clus-
ter, where the results within a single cluster are related to different mean-
ings of the query; and poor cluster labels, where the label of the cluster does
not reflect the query meaning associated with the results in the cluster.
Furthermore, the similarity between two documents is often based on
word frequency i.e. only syntactic features of the documents are consid-
ered. Such similarity measures are regarded as syntactic measures because
they only consider counts of words. Since documents contain both syntac-
tic and semantic features, the under utilization of rich features (semantic
features) can degrade the overall cluster quality (low compactness of clus-
ters).
SRC clustering methods can be improved by addressing the problems
of low cluster quality, poor cluster labels and under utilization of rich fea-
tures. Hence, a new SRC method is desired which can address the current
problems of existing SRC methods.
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1.3.2 Subspace Document Clustering
Subspace document clustering approach has been widely applied on gen-
eral purpose document clusterings. The documents in general purpose
clustering are assumed to have medium length, the clusters are unbal-
anced, the data is noisy and unlike Search result clustering, there is no
user query. The documents can be the collection of news articles, web
pages, emails, research articles etc.
Traditional clustering methods such as k-means, consider all features
at the same time to cluster the data and are only suitable for data with
a small number of features. In text datasets, the number of features is
very large and it is more suitable to find clusters in subsets of features
(subspaces) instead of considering all the features at once (full space). The
most popular clustering approach which tries to find clusters in subspaces
is called subspace clustering.
Subspace clustering is often divided into two sub-steps. The step one
determines the subspaces and step two clusters the data. Based on how
these steps are performed, there are two main categories of subspace clus-
tering methods: hard subspace clustering and soft subspace clustering [26,
135]. In hard subspace clustering, a feature in a subspace is either present
or not present (1 or 0), whereas in soft subspace clustering, a feature in a
subspace is determined by its degree of presence (i.e. a weight between
0-1). A feature is considered relevant if its weight is high in a subspace
and considered irrelevant if its weight is low in a subspace.
In text datasets, some features can be considered to be partially pre-
sented in subspaces. Therefore, soft subspace clustering methods are be-
coming more popular in text clustering.
Themost popular soft subspacemethods are FeatureWeighted K-means
Subspace Clustering (FWKM) [78], Entropy Weighted K-means Subspace
Subspace Clustering (FGKM) [77] and Feature Group K-means Subspace
Clustering (FGKM) [26]. These methods use modified versions of k-means
algorithm for clustering the data in different subspaces based on their fea-
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ture weights. These methods mainly differ in terms of how they compute
the feature weights.
Limitations of Subspace Document Clustering
Common subspace clustering methods are heavily dependent upon the
distance measure for grouping the objects. The previous approaches in
applying subspace clustering in documents only use the syntactic infor-
mation and ignore the rich features of the text (semantic information of
the documents). Therefore, we believe that clustering documents using
subspace clustering approach requires a special distance measure which
not only considers the syntactic information of the documents but also
takes the semantic information into account.
1.3.3 Clustering Ensembles
Thousands of clustering methods have been proposed in the last 50 years
[75]. Each clustering method is unique in its own way and generally pro-
duces different sets of clusters. To leverage the advantages of different
clustering methods, researchers have been trying different techniques for
combining different clustering methods. This type of clustering approach
is commonly known as clustering ensembles. Clustering ensembles is an
emerging clustering approach which aims at deriving a superior solution
(having better compactness) by considering the multiple clustering solu-
tions that are generated from different clustering methods.
Limitations of Clustering Ensembles
Clustering ensembles methods for text clustering include two important
steps: 1) generating a set of candidate clustering solutions and 2) combin-
ing the set of candidate clustering solutions to generate a final clustering
solution. Therefore, the key issues that clustering ensemble approaches
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address are how to generate different candidate solutions and how to combine
them.
A common practice for step 1 is to use different clustering methods
(kmeans, Agglomerate Hierarchical Clustering, etc) with different param-
eters to generate multiple clustering solutions. This is a good strategy if
the data can only be represented from one view. However, in the case of
textual data, a document can be represented by multiple views e.g., se-
mantic view (i.e. topics, title, hypertext etc.) and a syntactic view (i.e.
term frequencies). Considering multiple views at the same time has al-
ready proven to result in better cluster quality [13]. Therefore, it seems
reasonable that using multiple views for generating different candidate in
a clustering ensembles method will result in generating a diverse set of
candidate clustering solutions.
The use of multiple views in clustering raises a third issue of how to
detect multiple views in the data. Generally, the views are pre-defined by
the domain experts. However, in the absence of domain experts the views
needs to be automatically generated. The detailed description of the three
issues of clustering ensembles how to generate different candidate solutions,
how to combine them, and how to detect multiple views are as follows.
• How to generate different candidate solutions? Different clustering
methods or the same method with different parameters can be used
along with different representations, a subset of objects, and pro-
jections on subspaces of the objects to generate different clustering
solutions. Figure 1.4 shows different ways for generating the clus-
tering solutions. However, these methods may produce redundant
clusters. Also, candidate clustering solutions are generally mixture
of high quality and low quality clusters. In order to achieve high
quality clusters and avoid redundant clusters, the candidate cluster-
ing solutions need to provide additional knowledge for performing
cluster analysis from different perspectives.
Multiple views provide different ways to represent the data and based
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on these views different candidate clustering solutions could be gen-
erated. The different candidate clustering solutions provides differ-
ent insights about the data and could be useful to analyze the data
from different perspectives. Therefore, it seems reasonable to de-
velop a new clustering method which can use multiple views of the
data to generate a diverse set of candidate clustering solutions.
• how to combine different candidate solutions? In clustering en-
sembles, these different candidate clustering solutions are merged to
one single solution by deriving a consensus between the clustering
solutions. There are different approaches for developing a consensus
function for clustering ensembles. The most prominent and success-
ful approach for consensus function for the clustering ensembles is
called median partition.
The median partition approach tries to solve an optimization prob-
lem of the median partition with respect to the clustering. In cluster-
ing, the median partition is defined as a clustering solution that is
most similar to all clustering solutions.
Generally all clustering ensemble based consensus approaches, ig-
nore a key point that a set of candidate clustering solutions are com-
posed of high quality2 and low quality clusters. Moreover, the cur-
rent approaches try to select a single candidate clustering solution,
instead of generating a final clustering solutions by considering only
high quality clusters from different candidate clustering solutions.
In order to generate a better clustering solution, a new consensus
function is desired, which considers only high quality clusters from
different candidate clustering solutions.
• how to detect multiple views? Given that multiple views are good
for generating candidate clustering solutions, one interlinked chal-
2high quality clusters are the ones that have high intra-cluster similarity and are dis-
similar from other clusters
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Figure 1.4: Generation of multiple clustering
lenge in utilizing the rich features in clustering methods is to de-
termine the multiple representations of views of the data. Detecting
views which provide the different representations of the data is quite
hard and there is no known method that can accurately address this
problem. The best way to detect multiple views is to use domain ex-
perts. Therefore, we restrict the scope of this thesis to use predefined
views by domain experts.
1.4 Research Goals
The overall goal of this thesis is to develop new and improved cluster-
ing methods for text data and demonstrate that exploiting the richness of
text data can improve the performance of clustering methods. In order
to achieve this goal, not only we must address the general challenges in-
volved in developing clustering methods but also we must address the
challenges in handling text data. We set the following research objectives
to guide the research work in this thesis that addresses the limitations of
existing clustering approaches:
1. Develop a new clustering method to exploit user queries for Search Result
Clustering(SRC).
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The thesis addresses this objective by developing a new SRCmethod
that exploits the user query and uses both syntactic and semantic
features of the search results to construct clusters and labels. The
newly developed SRC method is compared with existing state-of-
the-art SRC methods to show that our SRC method which uses dif-
ferent query senses generates a good candidates (more semantically
meaningful labels) for the cluster labels and can also lead to high
quality clusters.
2. Develop a new subspace clustering method for text data that uses semantic
information in its distance measure.
The thesis addresses this objective by developing a new soft sub-
space clustering method based on semantic feature weighting and
developing a semantically weighted distance measure. The thesis
also discusses different weighting schemes for soft subspace cluster-
ing methods and present results of comparing our newly developed
soft subspace clustering method against existing soft subspace clus-
tering methods.
3. Use multiple views of text data to generate diverse candidate clustering so-
lutions for clustering ensemble methods.
The thesis addresses this objective by developing a new clustering
ensemble method that exploits multiple views to generate different
clustering solutions. The thesis also describes the results of compari-
son between our newly developed clustering ensemble with existing
methods to proof the assumption that multiple views can influence
the overall quality of the clustering solution.
4. Develop a new approach for combining different candidate clustering solu-
tions to generate the final clustering solution for clustering ensemble meth-
ods.
The thesis addresses this objective by developing a new method for
clustering ensembles based on evolutionary approach which derives
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a final clustering solution by selecting a combination of high quality
clusters from candidate clustering solutions instead of selecting the
single candidate clustering solution. The thesis also presents results
of comparing our newly developed method with existing clustering
approaches.
1.5 Major Contributions
This thesis contributed five newly developed text clusteringmethodswhich
not only address some of the general issues in text clustering but also use
the richness of the text to produce improved clustering solutions. The the-
sis points to new prospects in clustering the text data by considering the
richness of features and exploiting multiple views of the text data. The
following are the main contributions of the thesis.
1. The first contribution is a new description-centric search result clus-
tering method Query Sense Clustering (QSC) which exploits query
senses to generate meaningful cluster labels and uses syntactic and
semantic features of documents to generate quality clusters [131].
QSC outperforms existing state-of-the-art Search Result clustering
methods. QSC is computationally inexpensive and provides better
quality clusters with meaningful labels as compared to other algo-
rithms, hence it has the potential to be applied to real time search
result clustering applications.
2. The second contribution is a new soft subspace clustering method
Dirichlet Weighted K-mean (DWKM), which uses the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) model to weight the features in the subspaces for
clustering the documents [135]. The LDA model was implemented
using a standard Gibbs sampling algorithm. Two matrices, topic-
term and topic-documents, were generated. We used the topic-term
matrix to develop a new weighted distance measure, where topics
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are used as subspaces. The algorithm is initialized using the topic-
document matrix, where topics are considered as initial clusters. The
main innovation of DWKM is the use of semantic information in fea-
ture weighting and a novel semantically weighted distance measure.
Experiments show that DWKM has made a include statistically sig-
nificant improvement over recently developed soft subspace cluster-
ing methods on both synthetic and real-world datasets.
3. The third contribution is a multi-objective approach for clustering
ensembles ,Multi-viewMulti-objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MMOEA),
which uses multiple views to generate a set of candidate solutions
and selects high-quality overlapping clusters from the candidate so-
lutions to form a superior clustering solution [132]. MMOEA uses
multiple views to generate an initial set of candidate clustering so-
lutions. This results in diverse candidate clustering solutions hav-
ing mixtures of very high quality clusters and low quality clusters.
MMOEA provides a novel method for generating a final clustering
solution by selecting and combining the individual clusters from
different candidate clustering solutions. Another major novelty of
MMOEA is to use the multi-objective ranking system from NSGA-
II to guide the optimization to address the conflict between the ob-
jective criteria used in MMOEA algorithm. The experiments have
shown that MMOEA outperformed other existing cluster ensemble
methods.
4. The fourth contribution is two new clustering ensemble methods
Multi-objective Document Clustering (MDC) andMulti-objective Mul-
ti-View Ensemble Clustering (MOMVEC) based on Strength Pareto
Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA-II) and Non-dominated Sorting Ge-
netic Algorithm (NSGA-II) respectively [133, 134]. The newmethods
have four new innovations: weighted intra-cluster distance in ob-
jective functions, row/column wise crossover methods, split/merge
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mutation methods and a tuning method in the multi-objective evo-
lutionary process for refining the clustering solution.
Both MDC andMOMVEC are able to produce both overlapping and
non-overlapping clusters and are able to automatically determine
the number of clusters for final clustering solution.
MOMVEC outperformed all other clustering ensemble methods in-
cluding MMOEA and showed a slightly better performance than
MDC.
1.6 Published Papers and Presentations
Parts of this thesis were published and presented in the conferences during
the course of research. The list is as follows:
1. Wahid, Abdul, Xiaoying Gao, and Peter Andreae. “Multi-Objective
Clustering Ensemble for High-Dimensional Data based on Strength
Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA-II).”Data Science and Advanced
Analytics (DSAA), 2015. 36678 2015. IEEE International Conference on.
IEEE, 2015.
2. Wahid, Abdul, Xiaoying Gao, and Peter Andreae. “A Soft Subspace
Clustering Method for Text Data using Latent Dirichlet Allocation
based Feature Weighting Scheme.”Web Information Systems Engineer-
ingWISE 2015. Springer International Publishing, 2015. 124-138.
3. Wahid, Abdul, Xiaoying Gao, and Peter Andreae. “Multi-Objective
Multi-View Clustering Ensemble based on Evolutionary Approach.”
Evolutionary Computation (CEC), 2015 IEEE Congress on. IEEE, 2015.
4. Wahid, Abdul, Xiaoying Gao, and Peter Andreae. “Multi-view clus-
tering ofweb documents using themulti-objective genetic algorithm.”
Evolutionary Computation (CEC), 2014 IEEE Congress on. IEEE, 2014.
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5. Wahid, Abdul, Xiaoying Gao, and Peter Andreae. “Exploiting User
Queries for Search Result Clustering.”Web Information Systems Engi-
neeringWISE 2013. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2013. 111-120.
6. Wahid, Abdul, Xiaoying Gao, and Peter Andreae. “Context Aware
Web Page Clustering.”NewZealand Computer Science Research Student
Conference-NZCSRSC 2013.
1.7 Organization of the thesis
The thesis is organized into multiple chapters and a brief description of
the chapters are as follows:
Chapter 2 discusses the general terminologies, the background of gen-
eral clustering techniques for text data. It will also include the basic intro-
duction of Subspace clustering, Multi-view clustering and Ensemble clus-
tering.
Chapter 3 describes an overall methodology for evaluating the newly
developed clustering methods. It includes the description of text datasets
and evaluation measures for all experiments. Specific experimental pa-
rameters for the experiments are discussed in their relevant chapters.
Chapter 4 describes the first problem in more detail with relevant liter-
ature review. It describes a new clustering method named Query Sense
Clustering (QSC) and a comparative study of its results with other clus-
tering methods. It also includes a discussion section which describes the
contribution and achievements of the first goal of the thesis.
Chapter 5 focuses on the problem of high-dimensionality in text data
and semantic distance measures. It includes the relevant literature review,
a new clustering method named Dirichlet Weighted k-means (DWKM)
and a comparative study of its results with other clustering methods. The
contribution and achievements of the second goal of the thesis are also
provided at the end of the chapter.
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Chapter 6 discusses the multiple views in text data and presents a new
clustering ensemble method named MMOEA. It outlines the relevant re-
lated work and discuss the implementation of MMOEA. The comparison
of MMOEA and other existing clustering methods are also included in this
chapter along with a discussion of the achievements of third and fourth
objectives.
Chapter 7 provides two improved version of the ensemble clustering
methodMMOEA calledMDC andMOMVEC. The implementation ofMDC
highlights the importance of better genetic operators and the fitness func-
tion used in the evolutionary process. The chapter describes the imple-
mentation of MDC and its performance comparison with other existing
methods including MOMVEC and MMOEA. The last section of the chap-
ter discusses on the contribution of the research work, and its relevance to
third and fourth objectives of the thesis.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarizing all the presented clus-
tering methods. Also, the chapter discusses major findings of the exper-
iments and highlight the important contributions. The last section of the
chapter points out limitation, further research directions for this thesis and
new pointers for text clustering.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter presents the basic concepts and methods of text clustering. In
particular, this chapter describes different ways of representing text data,
different similarity measures to compare documents and an overview of
general text clustering methods.
2.1 Applications for Text Clustering
Generally, text clustering is applied as a first step in different real world
applications to learn the structure of the data. However, text clustering
is also used for dimensionality reduction and topic modeling. The most
prominent applications for text clustering include search engines, document
analysis, topic modeling and document summarization.
In search engines, text clustering plays a vital role in improving the
performance of document retrieval by indexing or grouping similar doc-
uments. A typical search engine takes a user query as input, searches the
complete corpus and shows the matched or relevant documents as a re-
sult. However, when text clustering method is applied for indexing, the
search engine only searches the small chunk or the small corpus which is
relevant to the user query. Hence, the response time of the search engine
is heavily reduced. Almost all modern search engines apply some sort of
21
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clustering algorithms for fast information retrieval.
In document analysis, text clustering is generally applied to learn the
structure of the data and organize documents into different categories. Ex-
amples of document analysis involve categorizing news under different
topics, grouping users feedback under different product features, and an
initial step for various opinion mining tasks.
In topic modeling, text clustering is generally applied using a proba-
bilistic method to discover different topics of the document. These proba-
bilistic methods can also be applied to discover a cluster of words or sen-
tences, which is then further used in generating a document summary.
Text clustering is not limited only to the previously mentioned applica-
tions, it can be applied in many different applications which involve text
data.
2.2 Text Representation
Generally, text data is represented using Bag Of Words (BOW). Other ap-
proaches for text representations include phrases, n-grams, bag of con-
cepts, and hybrid approaches.
In the bag of words model, documents are like bags that have different
words and the words can occur multiple times in a document. In a mathe-
matical context, a bag is a multi-set which allows duplicate elements. For
example B = {a, b, b, b, c, c} is a bag containing a, b and c. In a bag, the
order of the element is not important. A bag can also be represented as a
vector. For example V = 〈1, 3, 2〉 is a vector representation of the bag B.
Likewise, documents can be represented as vectors based on the word fre-
quencies. The document representation where documents are represented
as vectors is generally formed in Vector Space Model (VSM) [115].
The bag of words model is widely applied in various fields which re-
quire text analysis e.g., information retrieval, clustering, classifications etc.
Although the bag of words model is commonly used, it has many limita-
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tions. The following are the cases which shows the limitations of the bag
of words representation.
• Synonymy: Two or more words might be synonyms to each other.
For example the synonyms for the word dog can be a puppy, doggy,
pooch, pup, hound etc. However, the bag of words model would
treat them as separate features.
• Polysemy: A word can be ambiguous i.e. a word can have more
than one meaning. The meaning of the word is usually determined
by the context or the sentence of the word. For example the word
jaguar could mean car, cat, fender etc. The bag of words approach
will represent all different meanings (or features) as one feature and
will ignore the context of the word.
• Interconnectedness: The bag of words model assumes all words are
independent of each other. In real life, the words are interconnected
with each other and different combinations of the words might pro-
duce different meanings of the sentences. This is a general issue,
which involves both synonyms and polysemy of the words to dis-
cover the relatedness of two or more words. For example the con-
nection between the word bank and the word manager or the connec-
tion between the word bank and the river. Another example of the
interconnectedness can be seen in the words dark horse.
The use of phrases or n-grams to represent text is also very common
in literature. It is often argued that the use of phrases or n-grams can
reduce the ambiguity in text data [32]. For example, the word jaguar is an
ambiguous word and it is not clear whether it means the car, the animal
or the musical instrument. However, the phrases jaguar car, jaguar cat or
jaguar guitar clarify the meaning of the word jaguar.
In phrase based text representation, we assume that the two segments
of text or documents are more similar if they share the same phrases in-
stead of words. Another similar text representation of text is based on
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word co-occurrence i.e. representing text using word pairs occurring to-
gether in the same sentence. Phrases are also referred as n-grams where
the value of n specifies the number of words in a phrase.
Text representation using phrases is widely used in different text min-
ing fields [3, 97, 4]. In text clustering, phrases can be used to represent
features [64, 60] and the cluster labels [147, 60, 148, 116, 10] or both.
The use of phrases improves the quality of clusters and suggests that
words are not the ideal features for text representation. Phrases are rel-
atively better in capturing the semantics and avoiding the ambiguity of
the documents than words. However, phrases consist of a sequence of
words, they do not completely remove the ambiguity in the documents.
For example, the phrase ’wild card’ can refer to the name of a movie, a
special character or a person in a reality shows. Another example can be
the phrase ‘access point’ which may refer to the device of a computer net-
work or may refer to a rocky point on the Anvers Island of Antarctica.
Although, the use of phrases reduces the number of features, phrases in
different documents are less likely to match than words. Hence, phrases
result in much more sparse data than words [32].
Another text representation is a concept based representation. Con-
cepts are considered to be unambiguous and each represents a unique
meaning. In a concept based representation, the synonyms of a word are
considered as the same feature and the different meanings or senses of
one word is considered as different features. For example, the word car
and vehicle are considered as one feature and the multiple senses of the
word jaguar are considered as multiple features.
Lastly, text can be represented using the topics or context of the text
segments or documents in text data. In other words, a document is rep-
resented by its topic or most prominent keywords. A document can have
more than one topic and the documents are clustered by considering the
number of shared topics of the documents.
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2.3 Similarity Measures
A clustering method is heavily dependent upon a similarity measure. A
similarity measure determines how far or close the objects are from each
other. A clustering method generally tries to form groups of objects that
are close to each other. Generally, the clusteringmethods use pre-computed
similarity matrix of all pairs of documents or compute a similarity be-
tween the documents while forming the clusters.
Computing similarities is not only the critical part of a clusteringmethod,
but also the most computation-intensive part. For a few thousands doc-
uments, the number of similarity computation can be in millions. The
overall performance of the clustering algorithm can be largely degraded if
one similarity measure takes more time than the other.
A very well organized survey about the similarity measures can be
seen in [57]. However, the most popular and commonly used similar-
ity measures are the cosine similarity measure and the euclidean distance
[115, 69]. The cosine similarity measure computes the similarity between
two documents by considering the cosine value of the angle between two
feature vectors of documents using VSM in a high-dimensional space. Let
D = {d1, d2, d3, ...dn} be a collection of documents and T = {t1, t2, t3, ...tm}
be the terms in documents. Then the cosine similarity between document
di and dj can be calculated as
cosine(di, dj) =
∑m
t=1 f(dit) · f(djt)√∑m
t=1 f(dit)
2 ·√∑mt=1 f(djt)2 (2.1)
where f(dit) and f(djt) specify the frequency of the term t in document i
and j respectively.
2.4 Clustering Methods
Cluster Analysis or Clustering can be defined as grouping a set of similar
objects into groups without any prior information [76]. Clustering meth-
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ods are desired to find distinct groups of similar objects in the data. Clus-
tering is categorized as unsupervised learning and can be viewed as an
optimization problem where the goal is to maximize some criterion mea-
suring the quality of the clusters given some similarity measures.
Text clustering generally refers to clustering methods which provide
groups of similar documents. These clustering methods can be broadly
categorized based on their search approaches to the clustering problem,
their cluster structures and their cluster memberships. The following are
the main ways to categorize them.
• Agglomerative or DivisiveAgglomerative clustering methods follow a
bottom-up approach for forming a set of clusters. Initially all docu-
ments are considered as clusters and then iteratively the clusters are
merged based on a similarity threshold until a stopping criterion is
fulfilled. In contrast, the divisive clustering methods follow a top-
down approach, where all the documents are initially considered to
be in one big cluster and then the cluster is iteratively divided into
smaller clusters until a stopping criterion is met.
• Hierarchical or Partition Hierarchical clustering methods generate a
hierarchy of clusters, where documents are clustered into a tree struc-
ture and have parent child relationships [74]. The partition clustering
methods produce a flat set of clusters [91].
• Hard or Soft Hard clustering methods restrict documents to only one
cluster. In contrast, soft clustering methods allow partial member-
ships of the documents to the clusters and they are often categorized
as fuzzy clustering methods.
There are thousands of clustering methods and covering all of them
is out of the scope of this thesis. However, the following are the most
popular clustering methods for text clustering.
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2.5 AgglomerativeHierarchical Clustering (AHC)
In Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC), all the documents are
initially considered as based clusters and then using a bottom up approach
clusters are merged iteratively until all documents are merged into one big
cluster. There are three common cluster merging techniques: 1) single link
2) complete link and 3) average link.
In single link the clusters are merged based on the closest pairs of docu-
ments that do not belong to the same cluster. In complete link, the clusters
are merged based on the farthest pairs of documents that do not belong to
the same cluster. In average link clusters are merged based on the middle
(or average) pairs of documents that do not belong to the same cluster.
2.6 Centroid Based Clustering Methods
A typical centroid based clustering methods is k-mean clustering algo-
rithm [91]. K-means algorithm first performs an initialization step to ran-
domly partition the data into k different clusters. Then the k-mean algo-
rithm performs an assignment and an update step in a loop until a specific
condition is achieved1. In the assignment step, documents are assigned
to their nearest cluster by computing the euclidean distance between a
document and a cluster mean. A cluster mean is usually a hypothetical
document or a vector based on the average distances of all the documents
in a cluster. In the update step, all mean points of clusters are updated.
For n number of documents {d1, d2, d3, ..., dn} in a dataset, the k-mean
algorithm will try to minimize within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS) of k
clusters by formulating the following objective function:
1a stopping criteria of the algorithm, for example no change in mean values of clusters
or the specified number of iteration
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argmin
C
k∑
i=1
∑
d∈ci
||d− µi||2 (2.2)
where µi is a hypothetical documents based on the average distances
of all the documents in cluster ci.
2.7 Search Result Clustering
Search result clustering aims to improve searching for information on the
internet. Instead of simply listing search results of a query as a list of
pages, clustering search engines present the search results as clusters of
similar web pages for users to browse [7, 65]. It is desirable for the clusters
to represent different meanings of the user query, hence lexical ambiguity
and polysemy issues are given a special consideration.
In search result clustering, the input is generally a list of search results.
These search results consist of a URL, a title, and a snippet (a description
or summary) of a web page.
The output of a search result clustering method is a set of clusters and
cluster labels representing different clusters. A user typically selects a clus-
ter label to view a list of search results related to that specific cluster label.
Search result clustering is considered to be a special case of document
clustering because of its following unique challenges:
• Meaningful cluster labels
The search result clustering methods need to address the polysemy
issue and be able to produce semantically meaningful cluster labels.
Traditional clustering methods generally use common keywords of
the web pages in a cluster as a cluster label. However, the common
keywords might not be meaningful or represent all the web pages in
a cluster.
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• Computational efficiency
Since fast retrieval is one of the primary concerns in a web search,
search result clustering methods are desired to have a quick response
time. Generally, an online clustering approach is encouraged in de-
veloping a search result clustering methods.
• Limited data
Unlike document clustering, limited data is available for search re-
sult clustering methods. Generally, the data consists of a URL, a ti-
tle and a small description or snippet of a web page. The limited
amount of data makes a clustering task more difficult because of the
unavailability of the rich features such as hyperlinks, meta informa-
tion, markups and other contextual information.
• Unknown number of clusters
Traditional clustering methods avoid having to determine the num-
ber of clusters by predefining the number of clusters. However, in
search clustering methods, different sizes and number of clusters
can result from different user queries. Therefore, it is important for
search clustering methods to have a mechanism which can deter-
mine the number of clusters in the data.
• Overlapping clusters
It is a natural phenomena that a document can be organized under
multiple topics, therefore it is often desired for search result cluster-
ing methods to have overlapping clusters. The overlapping clusters
facilitates in finding a document using multiple path or browsing
through multiple clusters.
Further details of existing search result clusteringmethods that address
some of these challenges and limitations are provided in chapter 4.
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2.8 Subspace Clustering
Subspace clustering methods are widely applied when the number of fea-
tures is very large. They try to group similar objects using a subset of
features (i.e. subspace) instead of all features. In subspace clustering, each
cluster represents a set of objects clustered according to a subspace of fea-
tures. As stated in introduction chapter, subspace clustering methods can
be further categorized into two main sub-categories: hard subspace cluster-
ing and soft subspace clustering.
2.8.1 Hard Subspace Clustering
In hard subspace clustering methods, the feature space is divided into dif-
ferent subspaces where each feature is either present or absent in a sub-
space. Hard subspace clustering methods can be further categorized by
their search approach i.e. bottom-up and top-down. Examples of bottom-
up hard subspace clusteringmethods are CLIQUE [5], ENCLUS [27], MAFIA
[56] and FINDIT [139]. Examples of top-down hard subspace clustering
methods are PROCLUS [1], ORCLUS [2] and δ-Clusters [144].
2.8.2 Soft Subspace Clustering
In soft subspace clustering, each feature is assigned a different weight for
different subspaces. Hence some proportion of a feature is present in all
subspaces. In the clustering process, features that have higher weight val-
ues in a subspace contribute more to form a cluster than the features that
have lower weights. Generally, soft subspace clustering methods employ
variable weighting schemes and iteratively update the feature weights in
the clustering process.
Variable weighting schemes are widely applied in data mining [37, 98,
34, 35, 92]. Some of the variable weighting methods, such as k-means type
variable weighting, can be extended to develop soft subspace clustering
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algorithms [50, 23, 78, 51, 40, 48].
The main limitation of these feature weighting schemes is that they
ignore the semantic aspect of the text. Further details about recent soft
subspace clustering methods and their limitations are provided in chapter
5.
2.9 Clustering Ensembles
A key challenge in clustering is that it is possible to have more than one
good solution. In the last 50 years, thousands of different clustering meth-
ods have been proposed. In recent years, researchers have focused on get-
ting better results by utilizing the fusion of different clustering methods.
Clustering methods that try to combine different clustering solutions are
commonly referred as Clustering Ensembles [129].
Clustering ensemble methods use a two step clustering process: step
1 generates candidate clustering solutions, and step 2 constructs a single
candidate clustering solution from the generated candidate clustering so-
lutions.
There are different variations for clustering ensembles, butmedian par-
tition based clustering ensembles is the best approach so far for step 2 of
the clustering ensembles [9]. The median partition approach forms a fi-
nal solution by selecting a single candidate clustering solution from the
set of candidate clustering solutions. A common way of selecting the fi-
nal clustering solution is to pick the candidate clustering solution that has
a maximum average similarity to all generated candidate clustering solu-
tions.
Existing clustering ensemble methods include co-association matrix
based methods [47], Bayesian approaches [136], hyper-graph partitioning
[119, 53], mixture models [125, 124] and evolutionary approach [145, 87].
Apart from rare methods like [66] and [67], many of the above mentioned
methods only select from candidate clustering solutions and are not able to
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construct new solutions out of the candidates. For example, by selecting
some clusters from one candidate clustering solution and other clusters
from another candidate clustering solution. This means that, clusters that
went undetected in initial steps can never be present in final solutions [62].
Furthermore, many of the methods follow a single objective approach and
implement conflicting criteria as a single function, which is argued to be a
bad practice in [62].
These limitations of clustering ensembles mean that they are not able
to explore the full potential of clustering ensembles. Recent clustering en-
semble methods are further discussed in chapter 6.
2.10 Clustering as an Optimization Problem
Clustering problems are optimization problems, the goal of clustering is to
maximize some criterion measuring the quality of the clusters given some
similaritymeasure. Real life optimization problems aremostlymulti-objective
in nature and often have conflicting objectives. The goal of multi-objective
optimization is to search for a set of solutions that optimize a number of
functions along with satisfying some constraints. These solutions are of-
ten called Pareto optimal and their plotted form provides Pareto front. The
solutions are called nondominated if they are on Pareto front. Nondominated
solutions mean that there is no other feasible solutions which will provide
better results on one objective without affecting another.
There are many techniques for multi-objective optimization problems,
however only a few of them are not sensitive to the continuity and shape
features of the Pareto front. Evolutionary Algorithms are considered to
be very useful for multi-objective optimization problems because they are
able to work with all types of Pareto fronts. Furthermore they can find
multiple Pareto optimal solutions in single iteration of the algorithm and
they can provide good approximation of the true Pareto front [28].
Generally, clustering methods are formulated as single objective prob-
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lems and optimize only one criterion function. However, it would be bet-
ter to formulate clustering as a multi-objective problem and to use multi-
ple criterion functions through ensemble methods [89, 119] or using multi-
objective optimization algorithms [62, 81].
2.11 Evolutionary algorithms for optimizationprob-
lems
Evolutionary algorithms are search and optimization techniques inspired by
biological evolution [43]. There are numbers of clustering ensemble meth-
ods which uses evolutionary algorithms to perform the clustering. Initial
candidate clustering solutions in clustering ensemble are represented as
initial population and then at each iteration selection, crossover (or recom-
bination) and mutation are performed to generate a new population (a set
of new candidate clustering solutions). The iteration is usually terminated
by a fixed limit for maximum number of iterations.
Generally the set of candidate clustering solutions (also called individ-
uals) are randomly generated in the initial population. A fitness function,
which is based on the objective function and constraints, evaluates each
individual (candidate clustering solution) to determine its fitness value,
based on the quality of clusters in a clustering solution.
Traditional clustering methods based on evolutionary algorithms are
mostly single objective. However, recent trend for clustering methods
based on evolutionary algorithms are generally formulated asmulti-objective
optimization problem.
The main aim of Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA) is
to approximate the true Pareto front as accurate as possible. Therefore,
identifying and keeping the non-dominated solutions in different itera-
tions along with preserving diversity becomes an important factor for the
algorithm. MOEAs generally include a dominance based ranking process in
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selection the step along with an external archive (elitism) to keep the non-
dominated solutions that are found during the number of iterations.
Chapter 6 and 7 show howmulti-objective evolutionary algorithms can
be used effectively for clustering.
2.12 Multi-View Clustering
Documents have rich features which are distinct from each other, differ-
ent multi-view learning methods can be used to improve the clustering
of a text data. These learning methods can be broadly classified into four
groups: co-training, co-regularization, multiple kernel learning and sub-
space learning.
Co-training is one of the pioneermethod proposed by Blum andMichell
in 1998 [17] for multi-view learning and Bickel in 2004 [13] used co-training
to develop the first multi-view clustering method. Bickel used the co-
training method by considering term frequency as one view of a web doc-
ument and hyperlinks as the second view of the documents and applied
traditional clustering algorithms such as k-means, hierarchical clustering
and EM to improve the quality of clustering solution. Other co-training
basedmethods includemulti-view spectral clustering proposed by Kumar
and Daume [84] and co-EM proposed by Nigam et al., [106].
Co-regularization based methods formulate an objective function to
minimize a disagreement between multiple views. Generally, the objec-
tive function is based on the graph Laplacians of all views in the data and
a regularization (on eigenvectors of the Laplacians) is formed in such a
way that the cluster structure remain consistent. Examples of such meth-
ods are multi-view Laplacian SVM [120], sparse multi-view SVM [122],
and two co-regularization based multi-view clustering methods proposed
by Kumar et al [85].
Multiple kernel learning tries to achieve a good generalization, how-
ever, can also be applied in learning from multiple views. Since multiple
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kernels correspond to multiple views, combining kernels (in a linear or
non-linear way) usually produce good results. Examples of such methods
are [123] and [82].
Subspace learning is based on an assumption that multiple views are
generated (or came from) a shared latent subspace. Two prominent exam-
ples of these methods are Canonical Correlation Analysis [24] and Kernel
Canonical Correlation Analysis [6].
Other methods of multi-view clustering include convex mixture model
based multi-view clustering proposed by Tzortzis and Likas [127] and a
multi-view affinity matrix based multi-view clustering proposed by de Sa
et al. [33].
The literature of multi-view learning and clustering methods overlaps
with clustering ensemble and subspace clustering. Further details of multi-
view clustering are provided in upcoming chapters.
2.13 Summary
Text clustering facilitates the discovery of different groups of similar text
items in a data set. It can be applied in almost all domains which involve
textual data. Text clustering requires a preprocessing step and a notion of
similarity to perform clustering.
The preprocessing step transforms the textual data into measurable
features. The preprocessing steps generally use a bag of words approach
for representing the data in a vector space model. The bag of words ap-
proach provides a very basic document representation and rich features of
the text are not considered. Other text representation approaches which
are better than the bag of words approach include phrase based represen-
tation, ngrams and concept/topic-based text representations. However,
addressing lexical ambiguity and rich features in a text, especially in the
case of clustering is generally considered to be a challenging task.
The current literature on text clustering describes a range of different
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text clustering methods. Some of these clustering methods are designed
for specific tasks, for example clustering results of search engines for a
given user query, while others are designed for general purpose tasks
such as document analysis. In both cases, text data has certain rich fea-
tures. However, in specific clustering tasks such as clustering search re-
sults, there are additional rich features. In general, existing text clustering
methods can be improved by utilizing rich features of text data.
Subspace clustering is a common approach in general purpose text
clustering. It is different from traditional clustering methods such as hi-
erarchical and centroid clustering methods. Subspace clustering is further
divided into hard and soft subspace clustering.
A recent trend in text clustering has shifted to clustering ensembles,
which generally formulate clustering as a single or multi-objective opti-
mization problem. In both cases, a clustering ensembles method firstly
generates multiple candidate clustering solutions and then derives a bet-
ter clustering solution. Since evolutionary algorithms are widely applied
to solve multi-objective optimization problems, recent researchers encour-
age to develop clustering ensemble methods based onmulti-objective evo-
lutionary algorithms.
We had observed that the current literature on subspace clustering and
clustering ensembles overlaps with Multi-view clustering methods. Also
different rich features can be exploited to generate multiple views. The
upcoming chapters provide further details of the most relevant text clus-
tering methods for this thesis along with their limitations and our new
clustering methods.
Chapter 3
Evaluation of Clustering
Algorithms
This thesis employed empirical research methods to conduct the research
and achieve the goals of the thesis. The thesis hypothesis was to investi-
gate whether exploiting the richness of text will improve the clustering
performance of text data. In order to test the hypothesis, the research
work performed controlled experiments. These experiments include dif-
ferent tasks such as developing new algorithms for clustering text data,
running these algorithms to get the results, evaluating the validity of the
results, comparing the results of new clustering methods with state-of-the-
art clustering methods and performing the statistical test.
The computer used in all the experiments performed in this research
workwas standaloneworkstation having Linux (64 bit) with Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHZ, 8GB RAM and 1TB HD. The code for the al-
gorithm was written in Java using Lingpipe1, Wikiminer[96] and Weka2
toolkits. Some of the code was also written in Matlab. Specifics of the
parameter settings for the newly developed clustering methods are de-
scribed along with them in upcoming chapters. This chapter describes the
1http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/
2http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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datasets and the evaluation methodology of the research work.
3.1 Datasets
In order to compare with other state-of-art clustering methods, our ex-
periments were designed to use publicly available text datasets. These
datasets are commonly used in the literature for evaluating clusteringmeth-
ods. The details of the datasets used in this thesis are as follows:
1. AMBIENT3 [21] is generated fromWikipediawith a total of 4400 doc-
uments, i.e. 100 documents for each of 44 ambiguous queries. The
documents were gathered from the Yahoo search engine and were
assigned to different clusters (ground truth). This dataset consists of
single word queries and the total number of clusters were different
for each individual query.
2. MORESQUE4 [101] is an extension of AMBIENT dataset with a to-
tal of 11400 documents i.e. 100 documents for each of 114 ambigu-
ous queries. Similar to AMBIENT, this dataset is also generated
from Wikipedia and the total numbers of clusters vary from query
to query. However, MORESQUE has queries containing more than
one word and is more difficult for finding clusters.
3. ODP-2395 [22] is generated from Open Directory Project with a total
of 23900 documents i.e. 100 web documents for each of 239 ambigu-
ous queries. This dataset has more ambiguous queries than AM-
BIENT and MORESQUE. Clusters of this dataset are very hard to
distinguish as they often have similar documents, which makes this
dataset more complex compared to AMBIENT and MORESQUE.
3http://credo.fub.it/ambient/
4http://lcl.uniroma1.it/moresque/
5http://credo.fub.it/odp239/
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4. WebKB26 dataset contains 1051 webpages from Cora, Texas, Wash-
ington and Wisconsin universities. The WebKB2 dataset labels the
webpages into two categories, course and non-course. We divided
the dataset according to the universities and constructed four datasets
WebKB2-Cornell,WebKB2-Texas,WebKB2-Washington andWebKB2-
Wisconsin. These four datasets were then pre-processed by applying
tokenization and lemmatization on each web page. We then gener-
ated two views using Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency
(TFIDF) considering only terms of the webpage and using simple
Term Frequency (TF) considering only hypertext of the inlinks in the
webpage.
5. WebKB47 dataset contains 887webpages from the Cora, Texas,Wash-
ington and Wisconsin universities. The webpages were required to
be clustered into course, faculty, student, project and staff categories.
After pre-processing, we constructed two views, a binary vector of
terms, which specified whether the term was present in the docu-
ment or not, and the Term Frequency considering the hypertext of
the inlinks in the webpages.
6. Citeseer8 dataset contains 3312 articles from the citeseer publication
database. These articles were required to be clustered into six groups
(Agents, AI, DB, IR, ML, HCI). After pre-processing, we constructed
two views: a binary vector of terms and Term Frequency of the cita-
tions.
7. Cora9 dataset contains 2708 articles related tomachine learning. These
articles were required to be clustered into seven groups (Case Base,
Genetic Algorithms, Neural Networks, Probabilistic Methods, Rein-
6http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜webkb/
7http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜webkb/
8http://www.cs.umd.edu/˜sen/lbc-proj/data/citeseer.tgz
9http://www.cs.umd.edu/˜sen/lbc-proj/data/cora.tgz
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forcement Learning, Rule Learning and Theory). After pre-processing,
we constructed two views: a binary vector of terms and Term Fre-
quency of the citations.
3.2 Evaluation Methodology
Evaluation methodology of this thesis consists of comparing the quality of
the newly developed clustering methods with the quality of the state-of-
the-art clustering methods. The quality is hard to define and is generally
understood as compactness of a cluster and distinctiveness of different
clusters in a clustering method. A cluster with high intra-cluster similarity
indicates compactness and low inter-cluster similarity between two clus-
ters indicate distinctiveness of the clusters. A clusteringmethodwhich has
highest intra-cluster similarity for all clusters and the lowest inter-cluster
similarity within all clusters is considered the best clustering method.
An alternative approach formeasuring the quality of produced clusters
of a clustering method is to compare the clusters in a clustering method
with a gold standard of benchmark datasets. The gold standard clustering
(also called ideal clustering) is generally made by domain experts (hu-
man judges). A clustering method is compared with gold standard using
an external criterion that provides a quantitative score (generally ranges
from 0-1). This score determines how close the clustering is from the gold
standard or ideal clustering. Clusters in the gold standard are also called
classes in this thesis to distinguish them from clusters produced by the
clustering methods.
A common misunderstanding in clustering is to think that the gold
standard can be used to guide the clustering process. Note that clustering
is unsupervised learning, and there is no information about the gold stan-
dard during the clustering process. The gold standard can only be used
for evaluation after the clustering process is finished and a new clustering
method is generated. Also the concepts and calculation of Precision and
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Recall are slightly different in evaluation of clustering methods than the
literature of Information Retrieval.
Let C = {c1, c2, c3, ..., ck} be a set of clusters and G = {g1, g2, g3, ..., gq} be a
set of classes in a gold standard. ci, gr are individual clusters and classes
that represents a set of objects/documents in clustering C, and the gold
standard G respectively. Then we can use the following evaluation metrics
(external criterion) to evaluate the quality of clustering methods.
1. Precision: Precision10 measures the accurate assignments of the ob-
jects in a cluster by considering a corresponding cluster class of the
gold standard. The correspondence is determined by the majority
of the objects in a cluster, which are also grouped together in a class
of the gold standard. Once the correspondence between the clus-
ters and the classes are determined, then correct assignments of the
objects in all clusters are divided by the total number of objects to
compute the precision score. Formally, the precision is defined as:
Precision(C,G) =
∑k
i=1 maxr (n
r
i )∑k
i=1 ni
(3.1)
where k represents the total number of clusters, ni represents the
number of documents in cluster i and nri represents the number of
documents in cluster i, which also belong to class r of the gold stan-
dard. The value of precision ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 means the
clusteringmethod exactly matches the ideal/gold standard. The pre-
cision is also called purity or clustering accuracy [30, 152, 105].
2. Entropy: Entropy is used to measure the distortion or disorder in a
cluster i.e members of different classes of a gold standard that should
not have been grouped together in clusters [152]. Formally, the en-
tropy is defined as:
10There are other methods for calculating precision, however, we made sure that we
only use definition explained here
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Entropy(C,G) =
k∑
i=1
ni
n
E(ci); E(ci) = − 1
log q
q∑
r=1
nri
ni
log
nri
ni
(3.2)
where ci is a cluster, k is the number of clusters, q is the number of
classes in gold standard, ni is the number of documents in cluster ci,
nri is the number of documents in both ci and gr and r ranges from 1
to q.
Generally the entropy ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 means there is
no distortion and each cluster is perfectly matched with one of the
ideal/gold standard clusters.
3. Recall: Unlike precision and entropy, recall11 checks if all the classes
were accurately covered by the clustering method. The majority of
the objects in a cluster, which have the same class in the gold stan-
dard, forms a correspondence of that cluster to the class. Once each
cluster formed a correspondence to a class in the gold standard, the
recall computes a score based on the number of covered classes and
all classes in the gold standard [30]. Formally recall is defined as:
Recall(C,G) =
∑q
r=1
∑
ci∈Cr
nri∑q
r=1 nr
(3.3)
where Cr is a subset of clusters in a clustering method C whose large
portion of the documents belongs to class r. nr is the number of
documents that belong to class r, nri is the number of documents that
belongs to both ci and gr and q is the number of classes.
The Recall value ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 means all classes are
accurately covered by the clustering method.
11There are other methods for calculating recall, however, we made sure that we only
use definition explained here
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4. F-measure: F-measure12 is defined as the weighted harmonic mean
of the Precision and Recall. Precision is the measure of the accuracy
of a system whereas Recall is a measure for the coverage of different
topics in a clustering method [30]. F-measure is defined as:
F−measure = 2Precision× Recall
P recision+Recall
(3.4)
5. Rand Index: Rand Index (RI) is widely used in literature to examine
the agreement of a clustering method with the ground truth (gold
standard) [70]. The RI can be computed as:
RI(C,G) = TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN
(3.5)
where C is a clustering method and G is a ground truth. TP, TN,
FP and FN are the total number of true positives (pairs that are in
the same cluster in a C and G), true negatives (pairs of documents
that are in different clusters in both C and G), false positive (pairs of
documents that are in different clusters in G but in the same cluster
in C) and false negatives (pairs of documents that are in different
clusters in C but in the same cluster in G) respectively.
6. Normal Mutual Information (NMI):NMI also measures the quality
of a clustering method (overall structural quality) by matching how
close the clusters are to the classes in the gold standard. However,
it differs in a sense that it is not biased towards high numbers of
clusters [154]. The NMI can be computed in different ways. In this
thesis, we used an entropy based geometrical mean. Formally the
NMI is defined as:
NMI =
∑k
i=1
∑q
r=1 n
r
i log
(
n·nri
ni·nr
)
√
(
∑k
i=1 ni log
ni
n
)(
∑q
r=1 nr log
nr
n
)
(3.6)
12There are other methods for calculating f-measure, however, we made sure that we
only use definition explained here
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where q is the total number of classes in the gold standard, k is the
total number of clusters and n is the total number of documents in
a dataset. nr and ni represents the number of documents in class r
of the gold standard and in cluster i of the clustering method respec-
tively. nri represents the number of documents that are common in
both class r and cluster i.
Chapter 4
Search Result Clustering
4.1 Introduction
The most important job of search engines is to display the results that
matches a user query in such a way that users can easily find the desired
information. A user query that has multiple senses is often called an am-
biguous query. The user query jaguar is an ambiguous query e.g. it can
mean American big cat, the British car manufacturer, an operating sys-
tem by Apple, etc. Traditional search engines will return the list of ranked
pages without considering the different senses of the query, leaving the
user to browse through irrelevant pages. In contrast, clustering search en-
gines such as Carrot use Search Result Clustering algorithms that group
documents and provide descriptions for these groups enabling users to
find their desired results in a more efficient way.
The goal of Search Result Clustering is not only to cluster search results
but also to provide semantically meaningful cluster labels. A cluster label
is a one-phrase description of all the documents in a cluster, and users
often decide whether to browse the list of documents in a cluster by look-
ing at the cluster label. It is a common practice to use the most common
keywords shared by all the documents in a cluster as a cluster label. Docu-
ments can have common keywords that might represent either more than
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one or more senses of the user query. Therefore, cluster labels based on
common keywords are not always useful to the user. Also the clusters will
be more useful to the user if all the documents in a cluster represent only
one particular sense of the user query.
Traditional Search Result Clustering algorithms which ignore the user
query are more prone to the problems of low quality cluster and poor cluster
labels. Low quality cluster is a cluster having documents that represent more
than one sense of the user query and poor cluster labels are cluster labels that
do not represent any senses of the user query.
In traditional clustering algorithms, the similarity between two doc-
uments is often measured based on the text representation using word
frequency. Such similarity measures are regarded as syntactic measures
because they only consider counts of words.
This chapter presents a new algorithm Query Sense Clustering (QSC)
that exploits the user query and uses both syntactic and semantic features
(topics) of a document for the clustering solution.
The chapter is organized as follows: section 4.2 highlights the related
work; section 4.3 discusses the representation and similarity measures of
the documents and the query senses; section 4.4 describes the algorithm;
section 4.5 focuses on the evaluation and the analysis of the results and
section 4.6 provides a brief summary of the chapter.
4.2 Existing SRCMethods
Search Result Clustering (SRC) methods can be classified into three cate-
gories: data-centric, description-aware and description-centric [19].
The data-centric category contains traditional clustering algorithms (hi-
erarchical, partitioning) and the focus is on the clustering process. The
Scatter/Gather algorithm [65, 111] is the pioneer example of the data-
centric category. Other prominent examples are WebCat [54], AISearch
[117], LASSI [90], TRSC [104] and Link-based clustering [151]. The main
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drawback of this category is the poor cluster labels which are often gener-
ated from the text and are often meaningless.
The description-aware methods carefully select one or more features to
construct meaningful cluster labels. Suffix Tree Clustering (STC) [147, 146]
was the first algorithm that used suffix trees to build cluster labels and
performed clustering on search results. Later it was improved by fixing the
scalability issue [18, 93], implementing a better scoring function (ESTC)
[30] and approximating sentences for better document similarity (SnakeT)
[45]. The issue with description-aware methods is that the cluster labeling
procedure dominates the clustering process and the overall quality of the
clusters is compromised.
The description-centric methods are specialized clusteringmethods that
not only focus on cluster labels but also try to provide quality clusters. Ex-
amples in this category include LINGO [107], DisCover [86], CREDO [20],
KeySRC [10] and STHAC [140]. Our algorithm QSC also belongs to this
category.
The user query was first used by QDC [31] to guide the clustering
process. Later EQDC [109] improved the QDC method to handle key
phrases. However it was based on ESTC [30] and does not consider the
query senses explicitly.
Apart from the above, word sense induction based methods such as
Curvature [41], SquaT++ [101, 39], B-MST [38], HyperLex [130], Chinese
Whispers [14] are related to our method QSC because they use query
senses. They all identify multiple senses of the query by applying graph
based word co-occurrence techniques. Our method QSC identifies query
senses from Wikipedia and is more similar to SRCluster [95]. However
both word sense induction based methods and SRCluster use syntactic
features of the document whereas in QSC, we use both syntactic and se-
mantic features of the document to construct the similarity measure. The
comparison results of our algorithm with these algorithms are given in
section 4.5.
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4.3 Representation and Similarity Measure
This work uses query senses to generate initial clusters and then uses a
new document similarity measure to refine the initial clusters. The docu-
ment similarity measure is based on a new document representation using
both syntactic and semantic features (topics). The following subsections
introduce the newdocument representation, the document similaritymea-
sure, the query sense representation and the sense similarity measure. The
algorithm is presented in section 4.4.
4.3.1 Document Representation
The traditional bag-of-words model is widely used in document clustering
to represent documents in Vector Space. Terms are commonly weighted
using the Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) weight-
ing scheme [114]. A document d in term-space is represented as
Tm(d) = {tfidf(t1, d), tfidf(t2, d), tfidf(t3, d), ..., tfidf(tn, d)} (4.1)
where n is the total number of terms and tfidf is the tf-idf function defined
as
tfidf(t, d) = tf (t, d)× log |D|
df(t)
(4.2)
where tf (t, d) is the frequency of term t in the document d, |D| is the total
number of documents and df(t) is the number of documents containing
term t. A criticism of this model is that it only uses a syntactic represen-
tation of the document and ignores the semantic representations of the
document. One semantic representation is based on topics representing
the subjects or concepts that a document is about. If we can identify all
the topics of a document, then we can represent a document as a vector
in topic space with weights for each topic representing the importance of
the topic to the document. We propose a new document representation in
which a document d containing topics τ1...τm in topic-space is represented
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as
Tp(d) = {w(τ1, d), w(τ2, d), w(τ3, d), ..., w(τm, d)} (4.3)
where m is total number of topics and w(τ, d) is a weight of a topic τ in
document d, generated using the topic detector of Wikiminer Toolkit [96].
4.3.2 Document Similarity Measure
Themost common andwell known similarity measure for comparing doc-
uments is cosine the similarity function [108]. Inspired from [126], we de-
fine the combined cosine similarity that includes semantic and syntactic
features of document di and dj as
Sim(di, dj) = λCosine(Tp(di), T p(dj)) + (1− λ)Cosine(Tm(di), Tm(dj))
(4.4)
where λ is a scaling variable and the value of λ is 0.1 based on the prelimi-
nary experiments. Tp(d) is the document vector in topic-space and Tm(d)
is the document vector in term space.
We initially set the value of lambda to 0.5 (i.e equal weights) and then
fine tune the value of lambda based on our results.
4.3.3 Query Sense Representation
We represent a query using a set of senses S = {s1, s2, s3...sn} of the query
which are generated using Wikiminer [96] word disambiguation. These
raw senses are filtered and noise is removed by using tokenization, stem-
ming and stop word removal techniques. Tokens generated from these
senses aremostly bi-grams such as jaguar car, sepecat jaguar, fender jaguar,
mac os. Other examples of senses are panthera and south alabama jaguar
football.
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4.3.4 Sense Document Similarity Measure
We define the similarity score between a document di and a sense sj as a
weighted sum of six different criteria:
SimSense(di, sj) =
|sj|
|di|
6∑
k=1
wk · cmpk(di, sj) (4.5)
The six criteria for cmp are calculated using threemeasures (exact sequence
matching, partial matching and semantic matching) in two spaces (term
space and the topic space) of the document di for sense sj , where |di| and
|sj| denotes the number of tokens in document di and sense sj .
The exact sequence matching counts the number of occurrences of a
sense sj in document di whereas the partial matching counts overlap of
individual tokens in a sense sj and document di. The semantic matching
counts the overlap of either exact tokens or the synonyms of the tokens.
The six weights are described in Table 4.1. The weights were split first
for the term space and the topic space, and then adjusted later. These
weights are split and adjusted based on the following observations.
• The similarity in term space is normally more useful and accurate
than the similarity in the topic space. Themain reason is that the top-
ics are often very short and small in number, and a match between
topic words and query senses is hard to find.
• In case of topic space, the weights of exact sequence matching, se-
mantic matching and partial token matching are equally important
to get good results. Because both the query sense and the topics are
often very short and normally do not have any ambiguity, so any
matching between query senses and topics including partial token
matching is considered equally good.
• In term space, we give high weights to exact and semantic match-
ing. Partial token matching in term space is given the lowest weight
based on the following reasons.
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The document is more relevant if the exact sequence of the tokens
in a query sense is found in the document instead of a single token.
For example, if the query sense is ”Rider of the lost ark” then the
most relevant document should be the one which contains the exact
phrase.
The query sense ”Jaguar Panthera” and ”Jaguar Cat” refers to the
same concept, however, the ”Jaguar Car” refers to another concept.
Therefore, in order to get better results we should consider higher
weights for exact sequence matching or semantic matching than par-
tial tokenmatching. For example, a document with many occurrence
of ”Jaguar” (and ”Jaguar” only) should not be counted as more rele-
vant.
The total sum of all the weights (0.26+0.26+0.09+0.13+0.13+0.13) is equal
to 1. Please note that our weights were tuned on the training data set
and the above mentioned observations were also true for the test datasets.
However, for other datasets the values of the weights might need to be
slightly adjusted to get better results.
Table 4.1: Weight distribution of the Sense Document Similarity Measure
Term Space Topic Space
Exact Sequence Matching 0.26 0.13
Semantic Matching 0.26 0.13
Partial Token Matching 0.09 0.13
4.4 The Algorithm
We developed a new algorithm called QSC that uses our new document
representation and similarity measures. The algorithm falls under the area
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of incremental clustering with refinement step [102]. It includes three main
steps: the first step is to group all the documents according to their sim-
ilarity to the different senses of the user query; the second step is to it-
eratively optimize clusters by relocating documents from one cluster to
another cluster based on the similarity between documents; the third step
is to rank the clusters based on their similarity with the user query, and to
sort the documents in each cluster.
4.4.1 Step 1: Initial Cluster Generation
The initial clusters are formed by calculating the similarity of each docu-
ment with each user query sense and assigning each document the most
similar sense. Each cluster is labeled with its associated sense. Documents
that are not sufficiently similar to any senses are placed in a cluster labeled
general. The set of initial clusters C consists of all the clusters that contain
at least one document.
Algorithm 4.1 initClusters(query)
1: senses← GetSenses(query)
2: documents← GetDocuments(query)
3: C ← {}
4: for d ∈ documents do
5: s← argmaxcs SimSense(d, cs)
6: if s is Not Null then
7: Cs ← GetCluster(C, s)
8: if Cs is Null then
9: Cs ← new Cluster(s)
10: C ← C ∪ Cs
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: return C
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Algorithm 4.1 shows the pseudo code for generating the initial clusters.
The function initClusters takes an argument query that is given by user on
runtime. The functionGetSenses provides all the senses of a query and the
function GetDocuments provides all pre-processed documents along with
their topics. The loop on Line 5 iterates over all senses and finds the most
similar sense for document d. The function GetCluster is used to update
an existing cluster that has cluster label s, or create a new cluster object Cs
which is added to the list of clusters C.
4.4.2 Step 2: Cluster Optimization
Initial clusters were based on the similarity between documents and the
senses. Base cluster labels can provide quality labeling of clusters. How-
ever the clusters, especially the general cluster may contain a mixed group
of documents that might not be similar. We developed an iterative method
to reassign some documents in order to improve the cluster quality by in-
creasing the intra-cluster coherence and the inter-cluster distinctiveness.
The pseudo code for this optimization is given in Algorithm 4.2. Just
like k-means, the algorithm repeatedly attempts to relocate documents to
more appropriate clusters. The algorithm terminates if it fails to make
any changes, or if it reaches the predefined maximum number of itera-
tions. The function UpdateMean updates the average similarity scores of
all documents in clusters cx using the new similarity measure given in
Equation 4.4. The function RelocateDocument removes document dx from
cluster cx and adds it to another cluster cy ∈ C : cy 6= cx if the average sim-
ilarity of the document dx in cluster cx is lower than its mean in cy. The
function FilterEmptyClusters removes all clusters with no documents.
One result of this algorithm is that closely related clusters can be merged
by relocating all documents from one cluster to the other.
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Algorithm 4.2 optimizeClusters(C)
1: relocate← True
2: maxIter ← 200
3: while relocate is True ∧maxIter > 0 do
4: relocate← False
5: maxIter ← maxIter − 1
6: for cx ∈ C do
7: UpdateMean(cx)
8: end for
9: for cx ∈ C do
10: for dx s.t. dx ∈ set of documents of cx do
11: relocate← RelocateDocument(cx, dx, C)
12: end for
13: end for
14: end while
15: C ← FilterEmptyClusters(C)
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4.4.3 Step 3: Cluster Ranking
Users are interested in only those documents that are most closely related
to the query. Therefore the ranking of clusters and documents are com-
puted with respect to the query.
All the clusters were sorted, by calculating the relatedness score be-
tween the user query and the cluster label, using the term similarity mea-
sureWikiSim [73]. WikiSim is a Wikipedia based similarity measure that
computes the relatedness between two terms. Documents in its own clus-
ter were also sorted by calculating the similarity of a document to its mean
in its own cluster. The ranked result list is then sent to the user for brows-
ing.
4.5 Results
QSC was evaluated on two datasets, AMBIENT and MORESQUE interms
of Purity, Entropy and F-measures which are described in chapter 3. Please
note that the literature survey shows that F-measure can be calculated in
different ways, but we make sure that the same implementation is used
while comparing our results with previous research.
4.5.1 Comparison 1
This work was compared with two popular algorithms STC [146] and
Lingo [107] and one recent algorithm SRCluster [95], on a subset of the
AMBIENT dataset. This subset consists of 9 queries chosen by SRCluster
[95]. The comparison is based on two evaluation criteria namely Entropy
and Purity [152].These criteria are widely used in evaluating cluster qual-
ity and the coherence of a cluster.
Table 4.2 and 4.3 list the 9 queries of the AMBIENT dataset as chosen
by the paper [95]. The values of Entropy and Purity for STC, LINGO and
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SRCluster were taken from the paper of SRCluster [95]. The values of QSC
were computed on the same 9 queries to ensure fair comparison.
Table 4.2: The Values of Entropy on a subset of AMBIENT Dataset
Entropy
Query STC LINGO SRCluster QSC
Aida 0.210 0.449 0.103 0.018
Camel 0.142 0.650 0.032 0.019
Indigo 0.390 1.000 0.071 0.020
Jaguar 0.190 0.495 0.041 0.027
Excalibur 0.880 1.000 0.080 0.037
Minotaur 0.150 0.400 0.068 0.039
Urania 0.229 0.700 0.299 0.023
Zenith 0.245 1.000 0.047 0.017
Zodiac 0.520 1.000 0.000 0.000
The cluster quality is determined on the basis of lower entropy and
higher purity. QSC outperformed other methods in almost all queries ex-
cept the query Zodiac. The query Zodiac has entropy 0 and purity 1 for
both SRCluster and QSC which indicates that both methods are perfect for
this query.
4.5.2 Comparison 2
The results on the larger dataset, which consists of all queries of AMBI-
ENT and MORESQUE, based on purity and entropy were not given in
[95]. However we found another recent paper [39] that compared nine
algorithms using F1-measure on this large dataset. Therefore we com-
pared our algorithm QSC with these nine algorithms using F1-measure
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Table 4.3: The Values of Purity on a subset of AMBIENT Dataset
Purity
Query STC LINGO SRCluster QSC
Aida 0.030 0.780 0.655 0.878
Camel 0.040 0.550 0.919 0.928
Indigo 0.000 0.400 0.867 0.925
Jaguar 0.290 0.290 0.888 0.920
Excalibur 0.000 0.090 0.774 0.840
Minotaur 0.220 0.300 0.760 0.871
Urania 0.140 0.348 0.782 0.888
Zenith 0.000 0.500 0.871 0.958
Zodiac 0.000 0.389 1.000 1.000
calculated by taking the harmonic mean of precision and recall of the clus-
ter [30]. The comparison was made between STC, LINGO, KeySRC [10],
Curvature [41], SquaT++ [101, 39], B-MST [38], HyperLex [130], Chinese
Whispers [14] and QSC.
Figure 4.1 shows the percentage values of F1-measure, Rand Index, Jac-
cad Index andAdjusted Rand Index of 10methods on combined dataset of
AMBIENT and MORESQUE taken from the paper [39] and the computed
values of QSC. Clearly, QSC performed significantly better than others and
have the highest values 83.62 and 82.18 of F1-measure and Rand Index re-
spectively. QSC performed comparatively well on Adjusted Rand Index
and Jaccad Index as compared to the rest of the clustering methods.
4.5.3 Comparison 3
This subsection compares our method with search engines in terms of in-
formation retrieval performance. The search results need to be diverse
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of SRC methods based on different evaluation
measures
and top ranked results should represent different senses of the user query.
In order to determine the diversification of this work, the search results
were evaluated based on S-recall@K (Subtopic recall at rank K) and S-
precision@r (Subtopic precision at recall) [149] on the combined dataset
of AMBIENT and MORESQUE. The former evaluates the performance
of the system based on K top-ranked results for the number of topics of
query q. S-precision@r measures the ratio of subtopics covered by the min-
imum set of results at given recall r.
These two measures are used to compare search engines (Yahoo! and
Essential Pages) that return ranked list of search results. The results re-
turned by QSC were compared by flattening the clusters. The result list
was formed by iterating through clusters and selecting top results. The
clusters that only had one document were appended at the end to avoid
noise.
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Figure 4.2: S-recall@k on all queries
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the S-recall@k and S-precision@r re-
spectively for search results of Yahoo, Essential Pages(EP), KeySRC and
QSC. The QSC performs relatively better in terms of S-recall@k and signif-
icantly outperformed others in terms of S-precision@r for the given values
of k and r. Please note that QSC relies on yahoo to get the initial docu-
ments. These results show that QSC can improve the diversity of the top
ranked results.
4.5.4 Further Analysis
The detailed analysis consists of three sub sections: the first discusses the
cluster labels; the second discusses the processing time of QSC, and the
third discusses the cluster numbers and some observations about final
clusters.
Cluster Label Analysis:
The goal of the QSC algorithm is to generate a useful set of distinct clusters
with informative labels.
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Figure 4.3: S-precision@r on all queries
Table 4.4 shows the cluster labels of the clusters generated for the query
Jaguar by STC, LINGO and QSC (the cluster labels are not in ranked or-
der). The labels for STC and LINGO were generated using the Carrot2
framework by adjusting the parameter of maximum clusters number to
8. Table 4.4 shows that the cluster labels generated by QSC provide more
precise, intuitive and distinct labels than the cluster labels from STC and
LINGO.
Processing Time:
QSC was evaluated on standalone workstation using Linux (64 bit) with
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHZ, 8GB RAM and 1TB HD. Fig-
ure 4.4 shows the processing time of all the queries in AMBIENT Dataset.
The average time required for processing the query is under 1.0 second
for both AMBIENT and MORESQUE datasets. Most of the queries were
processed under one second with a few exceptional cases. The maximum
processing timewas 6.3 seconds on a query jaguar because it had 54 senses
to be processed. This processing time was reduced to 1 second by elimi-
nating overlapping senses and processing only 10 distinct senses.
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Table 4.4: Cluster labels of STC, LINGO and QSC of the query Jaguar
STC LINGO QSC
Jaguar Car Auto Show Jaguar Car
S-Type, Used Jaguar Jaguar Parts Jaguar E-Type
XK, 2006 2007, Price-
Quotes and Reviews
Dealer Price Quotes
and- Reviews
Jaguar XK
Ford Motor
Company- Division
Ford Motor
Company- Division
Jaguar Cars
Jaguar Panthera
Onca
Jaguar Panthera
Onca
Panthera
Jaguar Animal
Website of Fender
Musical- Instrument
Fender Jaguar
Information Jaguar Video Mac OS X
New SEPECAT Jaguar
South Alabama
Jaguar- Football
Strictly speaking, we cannot directly compare the processing time of
algorithms due to different machines and platforms. However we would
like to give indications that word sense induction based algorithms (Cur-
vature, Squat++, B-MST, HyperLex and Chinese Whispers) need to con-
struct the graph to identify the senses from the huge corpus, whereas QSC
extract the senses from Wikipedia. Therefore the word sense induction
based algorithms might require more processing time than QSC. The pro-
cessing time of clustering, without considering the time spent on graph
construction, for all algorithms is under 1 second except for SquaT++ al-
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gorithm. The SquaT++v and SquaT++e spent around 28 and 21 seconds
respectively for clustering results as described in their paper [39].
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Figure 4.4: Processing Time for All Queries
Cluster Analysis:
The average number of clusters for all queries in the AMBIENT dataset
was 7.84 i.e on average 7-8 clusters are formed for each query. The aver-
age number of clusters for all queries in the AMBIENT and MORESQUE
datasets was 5.4. There were a few queries with a high number of clusters
and the maximum number of clusters was 18 for the query Monte Carlo.
In contrast the query Life on Mars just had 1 big cluster. The reason for
having many clusters was the large number of distinct query senses. The
query Life on Mars had very few senses and they were overlapping with
each other, e.g. Life on Mars (TV series), Life on Mars (U.S TV series), and
this causes single cluster for the query.
QSC provided a more fine-grained clustering solution than the gold
standard (manually labeled search results). The gold standard for the
query jaguar had 7 clusters but QSC solution provided 9 clusters. The
three clusters jaguar car, jaguar e-type and jaguar xk in QSC were sub
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Figure 4.5: RI, ARI and JI Analysis
clusters of the gold standard cluster jaguar car.
QSC was compared with other algorithms using index based evalua-
tion measures (RI, ARI and JI) however, these measures have many issues
[113, 94]. One of the problems is that they do not handle fine-grained clus-
tering solutions. For example, if a gold standard G has a cluster gi that
contains 90 documents and the clustering solution C has further refined
the cluster gi into two distinct clusters cj and cj+1, then the index based
evaluation measure (RI, ARI and JI) will heavily penalize the clustering
solution C. Although, the fine-grain clustering solution C is consistent
with the coarser solution G. In fact, the clustering solution C may even
be a better solution because it provides the distinctiveness which is not
provided by the gold standard. Hence, using the index based evaluation
measures (RI, ARI and JI) are not suitable to use when the data set can
have fine grained clustering solutions.
It is worth mentioning that Recall, Precision, Entropy and F1-measure
are biased towards pure clusters and trivial solutions such as all single-
ton clusters are not penalized. Therefore, we would need combination of
index based evaluation measures (such as RI, ARI or JI) and purity based
evaluation measure (such as F1-measure) to get a reliable evaluation of a
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clustering method.
Figure 4.5 shows the phenomena of heavy penalty of ARI and JI as
compared to Rand Index (RI) [70] on sub clusters. This experiment was
performed on the AMBIENT and MORESQUE datasets by evaluating the
perfect sub-clusters that gradually increased the limit of the maximum
number of documents allowed in a cluster from 2 to 98. All the docu-
ments were perfectly assigned to the clusters and the values of RI, ARI
and JI were computed at each iteration. The lowest value of RI, ARI and JI
were 0.54, 0.05 and 0.04 respectively when the maximum allowed number
of documents in sub clusters were 2. Figure 4.5 shows ARI and JI penalize
small clusters and small sub-clusters heavily. The gold standard in our
dataset had very unbalanced number of clusters. A few clusters were very
small, and had 2 documents in a cluster and others were very large and
had more than 90 documents. It was observed that the comparison based
on ARI and JI is suitable only when the gold standard does not have sub
clusters and all the clusters have almost the same number of members.
4.6 Summary
This chapter presents a new description-centric search result clustering
algorithm QSC that exploits query senses to generate meaningful cluster
labels and use syntactic, and semantic features of documents to generate
quality clusters.
The results section in this chapter shows that QSC outperforms exist-
ing algorithms. QSC is computationally faster and provides better quality
clusters with meaningful labels as compared to other algorithms, hence it
has the potential to be applied to real time search result clustering appli-
cations.
Chapter 5
Soft Subspace Clustering
5.1 Introduction
Clustering methods try to find similar documents and group them to-
gether in different clusters. Documents are generally represented in a Vec-
tor Space Model, where each distinct term is treated as a feature. Hence,
the feature space becomes very large. In order to cluster in a large feature
space, usually a dimensionality reduction techniques are applied to reduce
the number of features before clustering the data. However, Kriegel et al.
[83] outlined the limitations of using dimensionality reduction techniques
and encourage researchers to develop subspace clustering methods.
Subspace clustering is categorized into soft and hard subspace cluster-
ing methods. Generally, soft subspace clustering methods are more suit-
able for clustering a text dataset because of their ability to partially repre-
sent a feature of the document in a subspace.
Common soft subspace clustering methods for text data, focus on find-
ing different clusters in subspaces using a weighted distance measure. The
weighting scheme heavily affects the clustering method and requires spe-
cial consideration. Since text data has a semantic information along with
a syntactic information, a weighting scheme, which uses a semantic infor-
mation, is more likely to generate a better clustering solution.
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Figure 5.1: Differences between subspace clustering approaches and our
new approach
The most popular soft subspace methods include FWKM [78], EWKM
[77] and FGKM [26]. Themain issue with these methods is that they ignore
the semantic information of the documents, which might be helpful in
improving the clustering process.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a popular topic modeling method
which can be used to extract semantic information from a collection of
documents. LDA is based on a generative model, where a document is
assumed to be generated from the distribution of terms which form a spe-
cial theme or topic. We treat topics (generated from the LDA model) as
subspaces because each topic specifies a soft subset of related terms (fea-
tures). Subspaces generated by the LDA can be utilized in initializing the
clusters.
This chapter introduces a novel soft subspace clusteringmethod, Dirich-
let weighted K-mean (DWKM), which uses a probabilistic model to extract
semantic information from documents for weighting features. DWKMcre-
ates a feature weight matrix from the probability distribution of terms in
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subspaces and develops a weighted distance measure for finding similar
documents in relevant subspaces.
DWKMuses LDAmodel to compute the probabilities that a term is rel-
evant in a subspace (topic/subset of terms). These probabilities can rep-
resent the semantic information and are used as term or feature weight-
ings in our soft subspace clustering to improve the clustering process.
Figure 5.1 shows the differences between existing subspace clustering ap-
proaches and our new approach. Common existing soft subspace clus-
tering methods use a random approach to initialize weightings and ran-
domly assign objects to clusters. The feature weightings and clusters are
refined iteratively. DWKM first uses LDA to assign the feature weights
and assign objects to the initial clusters. Then DWKM iteratively refines
the clusters according to the feature weights.
This chapter is organized as follows: section 5.2 discusses the related
work; section 5.3 describes our proposed method; section 5.4 explains the
experimental design and section 5.5 presents results along with discus-
sions and section 5.6 provides a summary of the chapter.
5.2 Existing Soft SubspaceClusteringAlgortihms
Recent approaches such as FWKM [78], EWKM [77] and FGKM [26, 25] use
k-means type variable weighting algorithms and formulate a minimiza-
tion problem for data clustering. FWKM uses Lagrange multiplier and
forms a polynomial weighting formula to compute the feature weights
and iteratively refines the clusters using the following objective function.
k∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
uij
m∑
t=1
λit[(µit − djt)2 + σ] (5.1)
where
• u is a k × n binary matrix representing the assignment of objects to
clusters. uij = 1 iff object j is in cluster i, uij = 0 otherwise.
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• λ is k × m feature weight matrix. It represents k subspaces in rows
and m features in columns. The value in a cell is a weight of the
feature to its corresponding subspace and the value ranges from 0-
1. The sum of the weights of all features in a subspace is 1. i.e.∑m
t=1 λit = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 0 < λit < 1
• µ is a k × m matrix representing the mean value of a feature in a
cluster.
• djt represents a feature t of the jth object1.
• σ is an average spread/variance of all the features in a dataset.
EWKM clusters the data in a similar fashion but uses the exponential
weighting formula to compute the feature weights. Its objective function
is similar to equation 5.1, but instead of using σ, it uses Shannon entropy
to control the weights. FGKM has a slightly different approach, it not
only uses the individual feature weightings but also uses the feature group
weightings scheme. The feature groups weightings are computed by com-
bining features into different groups and then assigning weights to those
groups.
The above soft subspace clustering methods ignore the semantic infor-
mation of the documents in a clustering process. The main motivation of
our research work is to investigate the use of semantic information (e.g.
topics) of documents in soft subspace clustering process.
5.2.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [15] extracts topics/themes from docu-
ments, which have semantic information. It is widely used in other do-
mains such as topic modeling [16] and Entity Resolution [12]. The topics
1for clustering a collection of documents, djt is often the term-frequency of a term in
a document
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Figure 5.2: A common LDA graphical model using plate notation.
generated by LDA can be considered as subspaces and for each subspace,
LDA facilitates to compute a term weight. Our soft subspace clustering
method is related to FWKM and EWKM, however our method uses LDA
based weighting scheme to utilize the semantic information of the docu-
ments.
LDA is a probabilistic model with an assumption that a document is
a random mixture over latent topics and each topic is a distribution over
terms. The two main parameters in this model are topic-document distri-
butions θ and topic-term distributions φ.
Figure 5.2 represents a graphical model for LDA. Arrows represent
conditional dependencies between two variables and plates/rectangles
represent loop or repetition of the variable mentioned in the corner of the
plate. The shaded circle represents the observed variable while unshaded
represent unobserved variables. Hyperparameter α is a prior on topic dis-
tribution. High value of α favors topic distributions with more topics and
low value (<1) of α favors topic distribution with a few topics. Hyper-
parameter β is a prior on term distribution in every topic, which controls
the number of times terms are sampled from a topic. The LDA model in-
fers three latent variables θ, φ and z (topics) while observing t (terms) in a
document set D.
In Figure 5.2, the inner plate (z and t) denotes the continuous sam-
pling of topics and terms untilNd terms are created from document d. The
outer plate (which is surrounding θ) denotes the continuous sampling of a
topic distribution for each document d in a document setD. The plate sur-
rounding φ denotes the continuous sampling of a term distribution over
each topic z until a total of Z topics are generated. More details of LDA
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can be found in [16].
To the best of our knowledge, our method DWKM is the first attempt
that applies LDA to assign weights and use it in text soft subspace cluster-
ing.
5.3 Our LDAWeighted K-Means Model
This section presents our new subspace clustering method which builds
on LDA for document clustering2. Figure 5.3 shows the overall design
of our method. The documents are pre-processed by implementing stop
words filtration, low frequency words filtration and WordNet lemmatiza-
tion. Thenwe use LDA based on Gibbs sampling to generate twomatrices:
topic-document matrix θ and topic-termmatrix φ. θ is then used for initial-
izing the clusters and φ is used as feature weights for refining the clusters.
Preprocessing Documents LDA 
Gibbs  
Sampling 
Assign Initial 
Clusters 
Assign 
Weights 
ߠ 
߶ Refine clusters 
Figure 5.3: System diagram of our new method. θ and φ are the topic-
document and topic-term matrices respectively.
5.3.1 Gibbs Sampling
We implemented LDA model in an unsupervised way (without training
datasets) using Gibbs sampling algorithm explained in [118]. The Gibbs
sampling algorithm iteratively computes the conditional probability of as-
signing an occurrence of a term (token of a term) to each topic. The com-
mon Gibbs sampling method provides the estimates of the posterior dis-
tribution over z (topics) but does not provides θ and φ. However, we can
2The code of our method was implemented using lingpipe toolkit (http://alias-
i.com/lingpipe/)
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use the Gibbs sampling method to approximate θ and φ from posterior
estimates of z.
For each token i (an occurrence of a term), let vi, di, zi denote the term
for the token, the document for the token and the topic of the token re-
spectively in a document collection. The Gibbs sampling method itera-
tively processes each term token in the document collection and estimates
the conditional probability of assigning the current term token to an indi-
vidual topic, based on the topic assignments to all other term tokens. The
conditional distribution is formalized as:
Prb(zi = r|z−i, ...) (5.2)
where zi = r is the assignment of i
th token to topic r. z−i denotes the topic
assignment of all the tokens excluding the ith token. Other variables for
equation 5.2 represented by (...) are vi, di, v−i, d−i, α and β. v−i represents
all terms tokens except the ith term token and d−i represents document to-
kens except the ith document token. Griffiths and Steyvers [118] provided
a simple way to compute Equation 5.2 as:
Prb(zi = r|z−i, ...) ∝ C
(1)
rvi + β∑m
l=1 C(1)rl +mβ
C(2)rdi + α∑Z
z=1 C(2)zdi + Zα
(5.3)
where C(1) and C(2) are Z ×m and Z ×D matrices respectively and Z, m,
D are the number of topics, terms and documents respectively. The cell
values of these matrices represent the frequency of the term/document
for the corresponding topics. C(1)rvi denotes the number of times the term
vi is assigned to the topic r excluding the i
th instance and C(2)rdi denotes the
number of times a term token in document d is assigned to the topic r
excluding the ith instance.
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5.3.2 Generating θ and φ
After applying the Gibbs sampling algorithm, we create two matrices: 1)
φ topic-term matrix and 2) θ topic-document matrix. These matrices are
generated from the two count matrices C(1) and C(2) as follows:
φrt =
C(1)rt + β∑m
l=1 C(1)rl +mβ
, θrj =
C(2)rj + α∑Z
z=1 C(2)zj + Zα
(5.4)
φ corresponds to the probability that a term t is assigned to topic r and
θ corresponds to the probability that a document j is assigned to topic r.
The rows of the topic-document matrix θ represent topics and the columns
represent documents. The cells of θ represent the probability that a doc-
ument has the corresponding topic. We use this matrix to form the initial
clusters. One should note that LDA naturally provides a simple way for
clustering the documents. However, this clustering is not soft subspace
clustering. The following is a way to improve the clusters generated from
LDA by utilizing the information from LDA and forming a soft subspace
clustering method.
In LDA model, each term is a feature and each topic corresponds to
a subspace, therefore topic-term matrix φ can be considered as a feature
weight matrix for different subspaces where each feature or term has a
degree of presence in all subspaces or topics. We used the values of topic-
term matrix φ for determining relevant subspaces and developed a new
weighted distance measure, which finds similar documents in relevant
subspaces.
5.3.3 Objective Function
We perform clustering by formulating the clustering as a minimization
problem and our objective is to minimize the sum of squared distances
between documents and the nearest cluster centers weighted by differ-
ent subspaces. The objective function is similar to the objective functions
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(equation 5.5) of the FWKM or EWKM, however, we do not include σ or
Shannon entropy because we are already controlling the feature weighting
using two hyper parameters of LDA model (α and β). Moreover, the ob-
jective function of DWKM uses previously computed LDA based feature
weights instead of computing the feature weights in iterative manner.
LetD = {d1, d2, d3, ..., dn} be a set of n documents and T = {t1, t2, t3, ..., tm}
representsm terms in the documents. Then the objective function for clus-
tering the n documents into k clusters can be defined as:
k∑
i=1
(
n∑
j=1
m∑
t=1
δijφit(µit − djt)2
)
(5.5)
where
• δ is a k × n binary matrix representing the assignment of documents
to clusters. δij = 1 iff document j is in cluster i, δij = 0 otherwise.
• φ is k×m topic-termmatrix generated from LDAmodel. It represents
k subspaces in rows and m terms in columns. The value in a cell is
a weight of the term to its corresponding subspace and the value
ranges from 0-1. The sum of the weights of all terms in a subspace is
1. i.e.
∑m
t=1 φit = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 0 < φit < 1
• µ is a k×mmatrix representing the mean value of a term in a cluster.
It is calculated as:
µit =
∑n
j=1 δijdjt∑n
j=1 δij
(5.6)
• djt represents a term t (a feature) of the jth document, which is the
term-frequency of the term in the document.
We iteratively assign documents to their nearest cluster centers until
the algorithm converges. We minimize the objective function by updating
δ using the following:
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δ =
{
δij = 1, if i = argminx dist(µx, dj)
δij = 0, otherwise
(5.7)
where dist(µx, dj) is defined as
dist(µx, dj) =
m∑
t=1
φxt(µxt − djt)2 (5.8)
Equation 5.8 defines our distance measure. Inspired from k-means,
our distance measure computes the distance of a document from the clus-
ter centers by using a LDA parameter φ, which provides a semantic based
feature weighting to different subspaces. Higher value of the probability
that a term is assigned to a topic, indicates that the term has a higher de-
gree of presence in a subspace. Therefore the difference between a term in
the document and the mean value of the term in the cluster for that par-
ticular term is more important. The use of LDA differentiates our method
from other soft subspace clustering methods.
5.3.4 Our Algorithm: DWKM
OurDirichletWeighted K-mean algorithm is amodified version of k-means
algorithm. The details are shown in Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1 takes two arguments: a document set and the number
of clusters and outputs the clustering solution. The algorithm performs
preprocessing step on the documents, which includes stop word removal,
lemmatization and tokenization of words. Then the algorithm randomly
assigns all term tokens to Z topics and performs Gibbs sampling. Once φ
and θ matrices are generated. Line 4 of the algorithm groups documents
to different clusters according to their highest probability using θ. The
algorithm then, fine tunes the clusters by repeating the update and assign-
ment steps according to equation 5.6 and 5.7 until convergence criteria is
met. The convergence criteria terminates the loop if there is nomore docu-
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Algorithm 5.1 DWKM
Input: document set D and number of clusters k
Output: Clustering solution C
1: Preprocess document set D
2: Initialize the LDA model and assign all term tokens to Z Topics ac-
cording to equation 5.2 and 5.3
3: Perform Gibbs sampling and generate θ and φ from LDAmodel using
equation 5.4
4: Initialize δ using θ. δij = 1, if i = argmaxx θx
5: repeat
6: Update clusters means according to equation 5.6
7: Assign documents to clusters and define δ according to equation
5.7
8: until Convergence
ments to relocate to any clusters or the total number of specified iterations
exceeds the predefined limit.
5.4 Experimental Setup
Our experiments are designed based on two recent papers [26] and [77].
Our method DWKM was evaluated on four synthetic and six real world
datasets, and compared with five clustering methods using different clus-
ter quality measures. Our experiments are based on the assumption that
we already know the number of clusters (i.e. The value of k) for all clus-
tering methods.
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5.4.1 Datasets
The synthetic datasets SD1, SD2, SD3, SD4 were generated according to
[26]. Each consists of 6000 objects, 200 features, three subspaces and three
clusters. The noise level in SD1, SD2, SD3 and SD4 are 0, 0.2, 0 and 0.2 re-
spectively (as described in [26]). The percentage of missing values in DS1,
DS2, DS3 and DS4 are 0, 0, 0.12, 0.12 respectively. Detailed information
about how to reproduce the synthetic datasets can be found in [26].
The six real-word datasets with two ormore clusters from 20-Newsgroup3
are the same as [77]. Table 5.1 shows the details of these six datasets. The
dataset D1, D2 and D3 are easier than datasets D4, D5 and D6. D1 and
D2 have semantically different clusters whereas D4 and D5 have seman-
tically related clusters. D3 and D6 have unbalanced clusters (as shown in
table 5.1).
5.4.2 Evaluation Measures
In order to compare our method with other methods, we used two eval-
uation measures: Cluster Accuracy [105] and F-measure [30] for synthetic
dataset and three evaluation measures: F-measure, Normal Mutual Infor-
mation(NMI) [154] and Entropy [153] for the real-world datasets. These
measures are chosen based on [77] and [26]. Lower entropy values of
a clustering solution indicates the clustering solution has better quality,
whereas higher values of all other evaluation measures indicate better
cluster quality. These evaluation measures were previously described in
chapter 3.
5.5 Results
We compared our method DWKMwith k-means, LDA based simple clus-
tering, FWKM [78], EWKM [77] and FGKM [26].
3http://qwone.com/ jason/20Newsgroups/
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Table 5.1: Six real world datasets created from 20-Newsgroup dataset
dataset clusters # of docs
D1 alt.atheism 100
comp.graphics 100
D2 comp.graphics 100
rec.sport.baseball 100
sci.space 100
talk.politics.mideast 100
D3 comp.graphics 120
rec.sport.baseball 100
sci.space 59
talk.politics.mideast 20
D4 talk.politics.mideast 100
talk.politics.misc 100
D5 comp.graphics 100
comp.os.ms-windows 100
rec.autos 100
sci.electronics 100
D6 comp.graphics 120
comp.os.ms-windows 100
rec.autos 59
sci.electronics 20
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5.5.1 Comparison
K-means and LDA based simple clustering algorithm were implemented
in lingpipe toolkit (http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/)). We provided prede-
fined number of clusters as a parameter for both algorithms. The sim-
ple LDA clustering algorithm uses the same initial steps described in our
method without the cluster refinement step. We treated initial clusters as
final clusters and skipped the loop which refines the cluster using feature
weights. The parameters for LDA are number of topics = number of clus-
ters in ground truth, number of clusters = number of clusters in ground truth,
α = 0.1 and β = 0.01. We tuned the parameter α and β for the best per-
formance. FWKM, EWKM and FGKM clustering algorithm were imple-
mented in Weka4 and we used standard parameters as described by the
authors.
Table 5.2: Comparison of clustering methods on synthetic dataset using
Accuracy (AC) and F-measure (FM). The values on left are themean values
of 100 runs and the values in parenthesis are standard deviation of 100
runs.
datasets Metric k-means LDA FWKM EWKM FGKM DWKM
SD1
AC 0.65 (0.09) 0.66 (0.11) 0.77 (0.14) 0.69 (0.10) 0.82 (0.16) 0.87 (0.15)
FM 0.63 (0.13) 0.65 (0.09) 0.73 (0.19) 0.59 (0.13) 0.75 (0.22) 0.81 (0.20)
SD2
AC 0.63 (0.04) 0.68 (0.06) 0.76 (0.10) 0.72 (0.13) 0.87 (0.16) 0.92 (0.15)
FM 0.64 (0.05) 0.69 (0.09) 0.75 (0.12) 0.63 (0.17) 0.82 (0.22) 0.88 (0.21)
SD3
AC 0.62 (0.04) 0.64 (0.07) 0.67 (0.07) 0.70 (0.09) 0.94 (0.13) 0.94 (0.12)
FM 0.62 (0.06) 0.63 (0.13) 0.64 (0.11) 0.59 (0.11) 0.91 (0.18) 0.92 (0.17)
SD4
AC 0.60 (0.04) 0.61 (0.15) 0.61 (0.06) 0.69 (0.08) 0.91 (0.13) 0.93 (0.13)
FM 0.59 (0.05) 0.60 (0.16) 0.60 (0.07) 0.58 (0.11) 0.88 (0.18) 0.90 (0.19)
The performance of all six clustering algorithms for synthetic dataset
is shown in Table 5.2 and for real-world dataset is shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.2 shows the comparison of clustering methods in terms of Ac-
4The code for FWKM, EWKM and FGKM was provided by the authors
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Table 5.3: Comparison of clustering methods in terms of F-measure,
NMI and Entropy on six real-world datasets created from 20-Newsgroup
dataset. The values listed in the table are the mean values of 100 runs of
five clustering methods on six real-world datasets
Datasets Metric k-means LDA FWKM EWKM FGKM DWKM
D1 F-measure 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96
NMI 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.83 0.85 0.86
Entropy 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.16 0.15 0.13
D2 F-measure 0.93 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.94 0.96
NMI 0.80 0.78 0.75 0.76 0.78 0.80
Entropy 0.19 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.17 0.15
D3 F-measure 0.89 0.90 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96
NMI 0.71 0.72 0.84 0.86 0.87 0.88
Entropy 0.28 0.20 0.15 0.11 0.10 0.08
D4 F-measure 0.88 0.90 0.90 0.94 0.95 0.96
NMI 0.47 0.55 0.60 0.72 0.75 0.78
Entropy 0.52 0.30 0.40 0.28 0.27 0.20
D5 F-measure 0.70 0.75 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.92
NMI 0.38 0.48 0.64 0.68 0.70 0.73
Entropy 0.61 0.41 0.35 0.31 0.30 0.29
D6 F-measure 0.65 0.81 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.94
NMI 0.37 0.68 0.73 0.75 0.76 0.78
Entropy 0.53 0.28 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.19
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curacy and F-measure on four synthetic datasets. The values in bold rep-
resent the best results. In general, DWKM performs better than other clus-
tering methods in terms of both Accuracy and F-measure on the synthetic
datasets. The Accuracy and F-measure values on datasets SD1 and SD2 for
DWKM and FGKM have large gaps, whereas the differences of the values
on datasets SD3 and SD4 are relatively smaller. The LDA based simple
clustering performed better than standard k-means, but performed worse
than soft subspace clustering algorithms.
Table 5.3 shows the mean values of F-measure, NMI and Entropy for k-
means, FWKM, FGKM and DWKM clustering methods on six real-world
datasets. In general, on the six real-world data set DWKM performed bet-
ter than other clusteringmethods in terms of F-measure, NMI and Entropy
values. The D1 dataset is the easiest dataset. K-means, EWKM, FGKM
and DWKM have the same F-measure value 0.96 on D1 dataset, which
means these clustering methods produced equally good clustering solu-
tions. However, if we consider the NMI and Entropy values along with
F-measure values of the D1 dataset, we can see that DWKM performed
slightly better than other clustering methods. The LDA based simple clus-
tering followed the same trend as in synthetic datasets and performed bet-
ter than standard k-means, but worse than soft subspace clustering algo-
rithms.
Table 5.4: Percentage improvement of DWKM over FGKM in terms of Ac-
curacy(AC) and F-measure (FM) on synthetic datasets
AC % (IMP) FM % (IMP)
SD1 5.75 7.41
SD2 5.43 6.82
SD3 0.00 1.09
SD4 2.15 2.22
It was also observed from the results that DWKM performed well on
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Table 5.5: Percentage improvement of DWKM over FGKM in terms of F-
measure (FM), NMI and Entropy (EN) on real datasets
FM % (IMP) NMI % (IMP) EN % (IMP)
D1 0.000 1.163 2.299
D2 2.083 2.500 2.353
D3 1.042 1.136 2.174
D4 1.042 3.846 8.750
D5 4.255 4.110 1.408
D6 2.105 2.564 3.704
data with different level of difficulties (data without noise, with noise,
with balanced clusters and with unbalanced clusters). This shows that
our semantic weighting of subspaces derived from LDA is reasonably ef-
fective for finding clusters in different types of data. Moreover the LDA
based simple clustering algorithm performed much better than k-means
algorithm when datasets had semantically related clusters (results of D4
and D5). It was also noted that the use of the cluster refinement step based
on feature weighting of LDA model boosted the performance of cluster-
ing. The DWKMalgorithmwithout the cluster refinement step, performed
better than k-means algorithm and slightly worse than other clustering
methods.
Table 5.4 and table 5.5 provide percentage improvement of DWKM
over FGKM on synthetic datasets and real datasets respectively. The re-
sults in all tables suggest that DWKM is a better clustering method. We
further investigate the performance of all clustering methods by conduct-
ing a statistical analysis.
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Table 5.6: P-values of unpaired ttest of DWKM and FGKM on synthetic
datasets
SD1 SD2 SD3 SD4
Accuracy 0.0237 0.0237 1 0.278
F-measure 0.0449 0.0449 0.6867 0.4457
5.5.2 Statistical Analysis
We performed two types of statistical tests: 1) unpaired ttest and 2) paired
Wilcoxon statistical significance test [138] by considering DWKM as the
control group. The unpaired ttest was performed using the standard de-
viation and mean values of evaluation measures listed in table 5.2. In gen-
eral the results from unpaired ttest showed that DWKM achieved statis-
tically significant improvement over three methods k-means, FWKM and
EWKM on all synthetic datasets with p-value less then 0.05. The p-values
of unpaired ttest computed for FGKM on SD1 and SD2 synthetic datasets
are less than 0.05, which indicates that our method DWKM has statistical
significant improvement on SD1 and SD2 over FGKM. The performance
of our method on other SD3 and SD4 synthetic dataset was found to be
comparable to FGKM.
For the six real-world dataset we used paired Wilcoxon statistical sig-
nificance test. The p-values of F-measure, NMI and Entropy values for
FGKMwere 0.0305, 0.0028 and 0.0228 respectively. In general the p-values
for all five clustering methods were found to be less than 0.05, which sug-
gested that our method DWKM shows a better performance and signifi-
cant improvement over five clustering methods.
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5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced a new soft subspace clustering method
which uses LDAmodel to weight the features in the subspaces for cluster-
ing documents. The LDAmodel was implemented using a standard Gibbs
sampling algorithm, and two matrices: topic-term and topic-documents
were generated. We used the topic-termmatrix to develop a newweighted
distance measure, where topics are used as subspaces. We developed a k-
mean based soft subspace clustering method based on our new weighted
distance measure. The algorithm is initialized using the topic-document
matrix, where documents with the same topics from the initial clusters.
Our new method DWKM, was found to have a statistically significant
improvement over recently developed soft subspace clustering methods
on synthetic and real-world datasets.
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Chapter 6
Multi-ViewMulti-Objective
Evolutionary Approach
6.1 Introduction
Thousands of clustering algorithms have been proposed in the last 50
years [75]. As no single clustering algorithm is suitable for all types of
problems, researchers have been trying different techniques for combin-
ing different clustering algorithms, which are called clustering ensembles
[47, 119, 124, 55, 137, 128].
The main goal of clustering ensembles is to solve the problem of pro-
ducing a superior clustering solution from a given set of clustering solu-
tions. This problem was previously approached by researchers from dif-
ferent angles and so far the best known approach for clustering ensembles
is the median partition based approach [9] in which a single candidate
clustering solution that has the maximum similarity from all candidate
clustering solutions is selected as the final clustering solution.
As stated in the introduction chapter, clustering ensembles methods
try to address two key issues: how to generate different candidate solutions
and how to combine them in two steps. In step 1, a general practice is to
use different clustering algorithms with different initialization parameters
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to generate different candidate clustering solutions. This common step 1
strategy might work for single view data sets. However, text data is gen-
erally multi-view and requires step 1 to generate a diverse set of candidate
clustering solutions from different views.
As previously mentioned that a document can be represented bymulti-
ple views e.g., semantic view (i.e. topics, title, hypertext etc.) and syntactic
view (i.e. term frequencies), and considering multiple views at the same
time has already proven to result in better clusters [13]. Therefore, it is
reasonable to use multiple views for generating different candidates in a
clustering ensemble method.
In step 2, clustering ensembles methods generally choose the best clus-
tering solution among a given set of clustering solutions. However, this
might not lead to a better solution because each clustering solution gen-
erally consists of a mixture of high and low quality clusters1. In order to
generate a better clustering solution, a selection of high quality clusters
from different candidate clustering solutions should be combined instead
of selecting one solution from the set of candidate clustering solutions.
Generally, clustering ensemble methods focus on optimizing a single
objective function (i.e., either maximizing the inter-cluster distances or
maximizing the intra-cluster similarity). However, in recent years the
trend has shifted toward formulating clustering ensembles asmulti-objective
optimization problems to gain better results [89, 119, 62].
This chapter presents a Multi-view Multi-objective Evolutionary Algo-
rithm (MMOEA) which uses a multi-objective optimization approach for
improving document clustering, focusing on the following key ideas:
1. Generate different candidate clustering solutions for step 1 frommul-
tiple views of data.
2. Select the best combination of clusters from all candidate clustering
1high quality clusters are the ones that have high intra-cluster similarity and are dis-
similar from other clusters
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solutions to form a new clustering solution instead of selecting an
existing single clustering solution from the candidate clustering so-
lutions.
• Using a multi-objective optimization approach instead of a sin-
gle objective approach.
• Allowing overlapping clusters so that one document can be in
multiple clusters. This is often desirable for document cluster-
ing because many documents can be classified under multiple
topics or categories.
The chapter is organized as follows: section 6.2 discusses related meth-
ods for our approach; section 6.3 provides the details of the approach; sec-
tion 6.4 describes the experimental setup; section 6.5 discusses the compar-
ison of the approach with other methods and provides a statistical analy-
sis; lastly section 6.6 provides the summary of the chapter.
6.2 ExistingMulti-ObjectiveClusteringMethods
Handl and Knowles [62, 63] proposed a state-of-the-art evolutionary ap-
proach for multi-objective clustering named Multi-objective clustering al-
gorithm with K-determination (Mock) based on Pareto Envelop based Se-
lection Algorithm (PESA-II) [29]. They used a fitness function based on
two objectives: connectedness and compactness of clusters. The place-
ment of neighboring objects in the same cluster is called connectedness
and is defined as:
Conn(C) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
yi,xij (6.1)
where xij is the j
th nearest neighbour of the ith object oi and M is the
total number of neighbors that contribute to the measure and yi,xij is given
by
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yi,xij =
{
1
j
if ∄Ck : oi ∈ Ck ∧ xij ∈ Ck
0, otherwise
}
(6.2)
The cluster compactness is how similar the objects are in a cluster of
a clustering solution. It improves when the number of clusters are high,
whereas improving connectivity requires less number of clusters. These
conflicting objectives make the algorithm to explore interesting areas of
the search space.
Another multi-objective clustering algorithm was proposed in [81]. It
uses two objectives: the number of clusters and the intra-cluster variation
(which is computed over all clusters). Both objectives are required to be
minimized, although they are in conflict with each other. The algorithm
uses Pareto dominance to discover a set of nondominated clustering solu-
tions that are different from each other (diversity is preserved) by finding
the smallest intra-cluster variance for the minimum number of clusters.
Bandyopadhyay et al. [8] introduced a multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm that also performs fuzzy clustering. It uses two objective func-
tions: Jm criterion [88] and the Xie-Beni index [142], which is a distance
between two closest clusters.
Other variations of multi-objective clustering algorithms include [42,
99, 112]. Mostly these algorithms used two objectives and their main fo-
cus was on intra-cluster distance that needed to be minimized. The main
limitations of these algorithms were considering only single view of the
data and selecting the best existing solution from the set of candidate so-
lutions.
6.3 Our Multi-View Multi-Objective Evolution-
ary Approach
Our method MMOEA, is based on multi-view clustering in which differ-
ent clustering solutions are derived from different views of the data, and
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uses a modified version of NSGA-II [36] approach.
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Figure 6.1: Process of generating 24 different clustering solutions.
6.3.1 InitializationMethod
Unlike previous clustering ensemble methods, we use different views for
generating initial candidate clustering solutions. In our method, we con-
sidered terms in documents (bag of words), user query senses and topics
in documents as three views. We assume the set of documents was gener-
ated using a query to a search engine.
The term view is generated by extracting the terms in the documents.
The query senses view is generated by parsing Wikipedia disambigua-
tion pages and extracting different senses of that query2. The topics for
each documents are generated using the topic detection component of
Wikiminer toolkit3 [96] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Wikiminer
2We can skip the query sense view for datasets that do not provide queries
3for more information visit http://wikipedia-miner.cms.waikato.ac.nz/
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generates the topics of a document by matching its terms with the titles
of Wikipedia articles. Wikiminer is not able to generate multiple top-
ics for documents that do not have sufficient terms corresponding to any
Wikipedia article. Therefore, we use a simple implementation of LDA to
tackle these (rare) cases and ensure that we will get at least five topics
per document. The term view provides a syntactic representation of the
document whereas the query sense and the topic view provide a semantic
representation of the document.
We created two document-termmatrices from the term view, one document-
sense matrix from the query sense view and three document-topic matri-
ces from the topic view of the documents.
In a document-term matrix, each row represents a document, each col-
umn represents a term, and a cell contains the weighted value of a term for
a document. The first matrix is created using tfidf (a common weighting
scheme) and the cell contains the tfidf score. The second matrix is created
by simply computing the term frequencies (tf) for each cell of the matrix.
In a document-sense matrix, rows represent documents and columns
represent different senses of the query. A cell contains 1 if the sense was
present in the document and 0 if the sense is not present (exact string
matching).
In a document-topic matrix, rows represent documents and columns
represent topics. A cell contains 1 if the similarity score between the topic
and any topics of the document is above a threshold, otherwise the value
is 0. We use Wu and Palmer similarity measure [141] to match topics and
created three document-topic matrices based on three thresholds (0.3, 0.5
and 0.7).
We then applied four different clustering algorithms: single link hier-
archical clustering, complete link hierarchical clustering, average link hi-
erarchical clustering and k-means clustering on the six matrices(described
earlier) to generate 24 candidate clustering solutions.
Figure 6.1 depicts the initialization process. The total of 24 clustering
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solutions are generated from six matrices by applying four different clus-
tering methods. The six matrices were generated from three views of the
document.
6.3.2 Genetic Representation
Using MOEA for a clustering problem requires a representation of the
clustering solutions, objective functions and genetic operators (crossover
and mutation methods).
The representation scheme used in our method is a matrix based bi-
nary encoding scheme [68]. In this scheme each clustering solution or
individual is represented in the form of a k × N matrix. In this matrix,
columns represent documents and rows represent clusters. Figure 6.2 de-
picts a sample clustering solution and its matrix based encoding is shown
in Figure 6.3. The value 1 in cell (c,d) of the matrix means that the cluster
c includes the document d.
The key advantage of this representation is that it can represent over-
lapping clusters. Note that this representation would allow a clustering in
which some documents are not allocated to any clusters.
1 2
4
8
3 6
7
5 9
A B C
Figure 6.2: Sample Clustering
6.3.3 Objective Functions
Since a good clustering solution should have compact clusters and all clus-
ters should be distinct from each other, therefore, we used intra-cluster
similarity and inter-cluster distances to formulate our objective function.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Figure 6.3: A sample individual in a form of matrix-based binary encoding
where columns represent the document ids and rows represent the cluster
numbers
The only issue with these two criteria was that they were biased towards
producing small (possibly similar) number of clusters, therefore we for-
mulated a third objective function which is based on the number of clus-
ters criterion, to get a good trade off between all three objective functions.
We implemented the criteria as three functions to be minimized. The
optimization functions Φs, Φf and Φa corresponds to minimum clusters,
minimum intra-cluster distances and minimum inter-cluster similarity re-
spectively. The optimization functions are defined as follows:
Φs(C) =
|C|
N
(6.3)
where |C| is the total number of clusters andN is total number of docu-
ments in clustering solution C. The main motivation behind this objective
function was to favor the clustering solutions that have small number of
clusters.
Φf (C) = 1−
∑
c∈C
|
⋂
d∈c F(d)|
|F |
|C| (6.4)
where c is a cluster in clustering solution C, d is a document in cluster c,
F(d) is the set of features in document d and |F | is the total number of fea-
tures in clustering solution C. The main motivation behind this objective
function was to favor the clustering solution that have compact clusters.
Φa(C) =
∑
c,c′∈C∧c 6=c′ δ(c, c
′)
|C|(|C| − 1) (6.5)
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where c and c′ are the clusters in the clustering solution C, and δ is a
similarity function that computes the shared number of features between
all the documents of cluster c and c′. Themainmotivation for this objective
function was to favor the distinct clusters in a clustering solution.
δ(c, c′) =
|⋂d∈c∪c′ F(d)|
|F | (6.6)
where d represents a document in either cluster c or c′ . The denomina-
tor in equation 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 ensures that the objective function always
gives values from 0 to 1. Since we are minimizing the all three objective
functions our fitness function becomes a minimization problem and can
be formulated as:
C = argmin
C∈P
{Φs(C),Φf(C),Φa(C)} (6.7)
where C is a candidate clustering solution. P is a set of candidate clus-
tering solutions.
6.3.4 Crossover
In the crossover step, the child clustering is constructed from a pair of
clustering solutions from the current population. Pairs of parents are ran-
domly selected from the population, then a subset of clusters from each
parent is randomly selected to form the child. When each cluster is se-
lected, it is checked against the feasibility criterion to ensure that it has less
than 40% overlap with any previously selected cluster. Infeasible clusters
(which have more than 40% of overlap) are rejected. Clusters continue
to be selected for a child until all documents are in at least one cluster of
the child. If parents are exhausted before all documents are covered, the
algorithm will add additional parents.
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6.3.5 Algorithm: MMOEA
The algorithm MMOEA developed in this research work solves the mul-
tiple objectives without combining them into a single objective function.
The algorithm ranks individuals at each generation based on Pareto rank-
ing and has the following features:
• it is based on the elitist principle.
• it implements a mechanism for explicitly preserving the diversity of
solutions.
• it finds non-dominated solutions formulti-objective optimization prob-
lems.
Following are the important definitions [59]:
Definition 1. (Pareto Dominance) LetZ be a multi-objective optimization
problem of the form: p∗ = argminp {f1(p), ...fn(p)}. Let p′ and p′′ be two
candidate solutions of Z . p′ dominates p′′(p′ ≺ p′′) if the value of p′ is
lower than that of p′′ according to at least one objective function and is less
than or equal to the remaining objective functions.
Definition 2. (Pareto non-dominated set) Let Z be a multi-objective op-
timization problem of the form: p∗ = argminp {f1(p), ...fn(p)}. Let X be
a population of individuals for Z , i.e a set of candidate solutions of Z .
X ∗Z ⊆ X is a Pareto non-dominated solution set of Z w.r.t X if and only if
p ⊀ p∗, ∀p ∈ X , ∀p∗ ∈ X ∗Z
Definition 3. (Pareto ranking) Let Z be a multi-objective optimization
problem of the form: p∗ = argminp {f1(p), ...fn(p)}. Let X be a popula-
tion of individuals for Z . The Pareto ranking function σ : X → N+ for
Z is defined iteratively as follows. Let X1 = X . For any given set of in-
dividuals Xi, the Pareto rank of any p belonging to the maximal Pareto
non-dominated solution set X ∗Z,i of Z w.r.t. Xi defined to be i (i.e., σ(p) =
i, ∀p ∈ X ∗Z,i), and Xi+1 = Xi\X ∗Z,i.
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The Pareto ranking function formally described in Definition 3 pro-
vides a ranking (i.e., a score) of all solutions in a given population X .
The remaining solutions are ranked iteratively by considering the non-
dominated solutions which do not have a rank. Thismeans all non-dominated
solutions in X\X ∗Z,1 have rank 2 and all the non-dominated solutions in
(X\X ∗Z,1)\X ∗Z,2 have rank 3 and so on. The iterative process will continue
ranking until a rank (or score) is assigned to all the solutions in X .
Algorithm 6.1MMOEA
Input: Number of clustering solutions P , population size s and maximum
number of generations m.
Output: Final clustering solution C.
1: X ← initializePopulation(P )
2: for i← 1, m do
3: Compute Pareto ranking for Xandapplysorting
4: X ′ ← top half from X
5: Xchild ← generate child population from X
6: X ← X ′ ∪ Xchild
7: end for
8: σ ← Compute Pareto ranking for X
9: X ∗ ← {p′ ∈ X : ∀p′ ∈ X , σ(p′) = 1}
10: Select C from X ∗
Algorithm 6.1 describes the high level operation of our algorithmMMOEA.
It takes three arguments, the initial clustering solutions, the population
size and the number of generations. The initial population is the set of can-
didate solutions X described in section 6.3.1 and using crossover to double
the population size from 24 to 48 individuals. The loop specified on line 2
is repeated until the maximum number of iterations m is reached. In each
iteration the Pareto ranking function σ is computed for current population
X according to Definition 3 using the multi-objective function described
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in equation 6.7.
The ranking function σ is used to sort the candidate solutions in X and
a top half X ′ is generated. X goes under a crossover to generate a new
generation Xchild. A new population is formed by combining the set of
candidate solutions of X ′ and Xchild.
The set of Pareto optimal solutions X ∗ is computed from X once the
loop is completed. Lastly, the final clustering solution C is randomly se-
lected from rank 1 Pareto front. Please note that there are better ways to
select the final clustering solutions like using crowding distance, however,
our main focus was in improving the clustering process instead of improv-
ing the genetic search.
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Figure 6.4: Precision of the final solution on all datasets
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Figure 6.5: Recall of the final solution on all datasets
6.4 Evaluation Experiments
Our multi-view ensemble method was compared with five existing clus-
tering methods by evaluating the quality of the clusters against the gold
standard provided by the datasets. We used F-measure scores [30] and
Rand Index (RI) values [70] for evaluation4.
The datasets used for evaluation are AMBIENT5, MORESQUE6 and
ODP-2397, which has different levels of difficulty in finding the clusters.
The details of the datasets and evaluation measures are provided in chap-
ter 3
4Note that the evaluation measures are necessarily different from the objective func-
tions, because the gold standard cannot be made available to the clustering system
5downloaded from http://credo.fub.it/ambient/
6downloaded from http://lcl.uniroma1.it/moresque/
7downloaded from http://credo.fub.it/odp239/
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Figure 6.6: F1-measure on all datasets
Our method MMOEA was compared with five methods: Single Link
(SL), Complete Link (CL), Average Link (AL), Single-viewMOEA (SMOEA)
and Mock. In our method MMOEA, the total population size was 24 and
maximum number of generations was 1000.
We implemented SL, CL and AL as three single objective clustering
ensemble methods based on link-based pairwise similarity matrix known
as Approximate SimRank-based similarity matrix (ASRS) [72] which is a
modified version of SimRank-based similarity matrix (SRS) [71]. For the
step 1 of SL, CL and AL, we generated candidate clustering by applying
10 different initializations with fixed number of clusters of k-means al-
gorithm on one feature matrix (term view with tfidf scheme only). For
Step 2 ASRS matrix was generated from the results of k-means algorithm,
and then in order to generate a final clustering solutions then we applied
single-link hierarchical clustering for SL; complete-link hierarchical clus-
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Figure 6.7: Rand Index on all datasets
tering for CL; and average-link hierarchical clustering for AL on ASRS
matrix.
SMOEA is a single view version of our algorithm MMOEA and uses
only the term view (tfidf view) with the same GA parameters as MMOEA.
Mock is the state-of-the-art multi-objective evolutionary algorithm8 [62]
and was used with standard parameters (code was provided by the au-
thor).
6.5 Results and Discussion
Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 display boxplots of precision, recall, F1-measure
and RI values computed for all the queries (397 queries in total where each
8http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/mbs/julia.handl/mock.html
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query corresponds to 100 documents that are required to be clustered) in
all three datasets using Single Link Agglomerate Hierarchical Clustering
Ensemble (SL), Complete Link Agglomerate Hierarchical Clustering En-
semble (CL), Average Link Agglomerate Hierarchical Clustering Ensem-
ble (AL), Mock and our methods (SMOEA and MMOEA). The y-axis rep-
resents the score from 0 to 1 and x-axis represents the clustering methods.
The mean value is marked by a line in the middle of the box and the box
represents the quartiles (25% to 75%) of the values. The lower and upper
bound of the dashed line on the box represents the deviation (5% to 95%)
of the values and the rest of the values are marked as plus signs (generally
considered as outliers).
Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 show that the mean values of MMOEA
in terms of Precision, Recall, F1-measure and RI are significantly higher.
SMOEA had better mean values than SL, CL and AL but worse than Mock
and MMOEA in all experiments.
The spread of Precision, Recall and F1-measure show that MMOEA
is much better, however in terms of RI, MMOEA is comparatively better
than Mock and much better than other methods. SMOEA produced bet-
ter results according to F1 and RI measure than SL, CL and AL, however
its results were not better than Mock, and MMOEA. The experiments on
individual datasets (AMBIENT, MORESQUE and ODP239) also showed
similar results.
6.5.1 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed to draw a precise conclusion from the
results of F1-measure and RI. Table 6.1 shows a ranking of clustering meth-
ods computed on F1 and RI values on all datasets based on Friedman’s
method [49]. It is evident that MMOEA is at the top with the ranking
of 2.1511 and 2.1738 in terms of F1-ranking and RI-ranking respectively.
Mock is at second place with ranking of 2.4169 and 2.7960. SMOEA se-
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Method F1-Ranking RI-Ranking
MMOEA 2.1511 2.1738
Mock 2.4169 2.7960
SMOEA 2.8249 3.1008
Complete Link 3.3249 3.1998
Average Link 3.4005 3.2821
Single Link 4.5466 3.6474
Table 6.1: Average ranking of clustering methods on F1-measure and RI
values
cured third place with ranking of 2.8249 and 3.1008 in terms of F1-ranking
and RI-ranking respectively. Friedman’s measure, χ2F , for 4 degrees of free-
dom is 648.03 for F1 values and 198.1019 for RI values. These values sig-
nify that F1 and RI values are not random (observed by considering the
critical values) and these results are statistically significant.
Since our interest was to compare MMOEA with other methods, we
took F1 values and RI values of MMOEA as control group separately and
performed the Bonferroni-Dunn test for α = 0.05. The p-values were sig-
nificantly lower than 0.0001 which indicated that MMOEA is significantly
better than others.
It is interesting to know how using multiple views in clustering meth-
ods can affect the clustering results. We did more experiments by using
the multiple views in single objective clustering ensembles (SL, CL and
AL) and observed that results were almost as good as the original version
of SL, CL and AL but worse compared to Mock, SMOEA and MMOEA.
Using multiple views will result in diverse clusters in different candidate
clustering solutions. However directly applying standard algorithms is
not enough to achieve better performance. Generating diverse clusters
and choosing the high quality clusters from candidate clustering solutions,
both in conjunction results in a better clustering approach.
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6.6 Summary
This chapter has presented a multi-objective approach for clustering en-
sembles (MMOEA) that uses multiple views to generate a set of candidate
solutions and selects high-quality overlapping clusters from the candidate
solutions to form a superior clustering solution. This chapter has three
contributions to improve clustering results. The first contribution is to use
multiple views to generate an initial set of candidate clustering solutions.
This results in diverse candidate clustering solutions having mixtures of
high quality and low quality clusters. The second contribution is to make
a new final clustering solution by combining the individual clusters from
different candidate clustering solutions. The third contribution is to use
the multi-objective ranking system from NSGA-II to guide the optimiza-
tion because our objective criteria are in conflict with each other.
The experiments have shown that MMOEA outperformed other meth-
ods in terms of F1 and RI index. SMOEA, the single view version of
MMOEA, was better than the single objective methods but as it did not
have a diverse set of clusters in step 1 of the clustering algorithm, it was
not able to produce a better result than Mock or MMOEA. Therefore we
conclude that having a diverse set of clusters from multiple meaningful
views plays an important role in our approach.
MMOEA is limited to domains that can have overlapping clusters and
whose data can be represented by multiple views. Since documents can
naturally be categorized under different topics and can be represented
from different views, this work can be applied to various collections of
documents (corpus). The only modification required is in the method
which generates the matrix. For example, in the case of the Reuters data
set in which there are no queries, we would just disable the user query
sense and use only two views (topics and terms).
In next chapter wewill present anothermulti-objective approach (MOMVEC)
which is an improved version of this approach that has better crossover,
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mutation operators and objective functions.
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Chapter 7
Improving Multi Objective
Multi-View Ensemble Clustering
7.1 Introduction
Recently, evolutionary approaches have become popular for multi-objective
clustering ensembles because of their ability to provide good results [62],
but evolutionary algorithms depend heavily upon the choice of evolution-
ary operators (such as selection, crossover, mutation etc.) and the fitness
evaluation criteria which are both domain specific. In previous chap-
ter we discussed a Multi-view Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm
(MMOEA) [132] which uses multiple views to generate an initial set of
candidate clustering solutions and then applies an evolutionary approach
(NSGA-II) using a simple crossover method and three objective functions
to select better quality clusters. MMOEA has several limitations. The sim-
ple crossover method might not result in diverse clustering solutions and
hence needs to be replaced by better crossover functions. MMOEA has
no mutation step, but mutation and tuning steps could help in exploring
interesting search space and give faster convergence.
Ko¨ppen et.al, argued that NSGA-II is not suitable for solving many
(more than two) objective optimization problems [80]. Therefore the use
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of three objective functions is questionable and it would be better to either
use other multi-objective algorithms or reduce the number of objectives.
The main motivation for this chapter was to address the limitation in
MMOEA and provide a comparison of SPEA-II and NSGA-II multi objec-
tive optimization approaches with respect to clustering problem.
This chapter introduces two new approaches of clustering ensembles:
Multi-objective Document clustering (MDC) based on SPEA-II and Multi-
Objective Multi-View Ensemble Clustering (MOMVEC) based on NSGA-
II. MOMVEC is a variation of MDC and the main difference between the
two methods is the evolutionary approach. The following are the key in-
novations for these two methods.
1. Developingmore sophisticated crossover methods for generating new
clusters for candidate clustering solutions.
2. Developing mutation methods for splitting and merging clusters.
3. Developing a two objective fitness function for multi-objective clus-
tering ensembles.
Section 7.2- 7.4 presents MDC and MOMVEC methods; section 7.6
describes the experimental setup and presents the results for MDC; sec-
tion 7.7 describes the experimental setup for MOMVEC; section 7.7.1 pro-
vides the experiment results of MOMVEC with discussions and lastly sec-
tion 7.9 provides a summary of the chapter.
7.2 Common Elements of MDC and MOMVEC
This section describes the common steps of MDC and MOMVEC. Just like
MMOEA, both methods exploit multiple views of documents to generate
various candidate clustering solutions in step 1 of the clustering process
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and then form a final clustering solution by combining a set of high qual-
ity clusters from different candidate clustering solutions using an evolu-
tionary process. The details of MMOEA are given in previous chapter.
MDC and MOMVEC use two criteria based on intra-cluster and inter-
cluster distances to evaluate the fitness of individuals and perform Selec-
tion, Crossover, Mutation and Tuning steps on the population to generate
a new set of candidates. The difference between the two algorithms is the
method for finding the Pareto fronts and the evolutionary approach for
selecting final clusters. The initialization and genetic representation for
MDC and MOMVEC are described in chapter 6. The rest of this section
describes the common components of the two methods.
7.2.1 Fitness Evaluation
The fitness evaluation of candidate clustering solutions is based on the
following two objective criteria.
1. Intra-cluster distance: Minimize the distances between the objects
within each cluster of a clustering solution.
2. Inter-cluster similarity: Minimize the similarity between each pair of
clusters in a clustering solution.
The first objective is strongly biased towards small clusters (e.g., single-
tons will have minimum intra-cluster distance) whereas the second objec-
tive is less biased towards small clusters. We added aweighting parameter
( 1√
|c|
) based on cluster size (|c|) in the first objective function to penalize
the small clusters and favor a clustering solution with big clusters. We
used
√
|c| instead of |c| to reduce the impact of cluster size.
Now the two objectives trade off against each other. The first objective
gives preference to clustering solutions that have big clusters of closely
related objects and the second objective gives preference to small clusters
that are different from each other.
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The first objective function is defined as follows:
Φa(C) =
1
|C|
∑
c∈C
1√
|c|
(
1
|c|(|c| − 1)
∑
d,d′∈c
δ(d, d′)
)
(7.1)
where c is a cluster in clustering solution C, d and d′ are documents in
cluster c, and δ is a distance functionwhich computes the distance between
two documents. Φa(C) is the average intra-cluster distance of all clusters
weighted by inverse square root of the cluster size 1√
|c|
. The total number
of clusters in clustering solution |C| was used as a denominator to ensure
that the value of Φa(C) ranges from 0-1.
We used cosine similarity for computing the distances between the
documents where δ(d, d′) = 1−γ(d, d′), where γ(d, d′) represents the cosine
similarity between d and d′.
The second objective function computes the average similarity of clus-
ters in a clustering solution where the similarity between two clusters is
the average similarity of the pairs of documents in the two clusters. The
second objective function is defined as follows:
Φe(C) =
1
|C|(|C| − 1)
∑
c,c′∈C∧c 6=c′
(
1
|c||c′|
∑
d∈c,d′∈c′
γ(d, d′)
)
(7.2)
where c is a cluster in clustering solution C, d and d′ are the documents
in cluster c, and γ is a similarity function which computes the similarity
between two documents. Φe(C) is the average similarity over all pairs of
clusters and ranges from 0-1.
Please note that the above mentioned objective criteria are not suitable
for a clustering solution which only has one cluster. Our algorithms do
not produce clustering solutions with only one cluster.
Both objective functions are coded in such a way that their values are
required to be minimized. Therefore our algorithm must solves the multi-
objective optimization problemwhich attempts to find a solution that min-
imizes both Φa(C) and Φe(C) objective functions.
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The evolutionary approach not only requires a good fitness evaluation
criteria but also needs mechanisms to generate new and diverse candidate
clustering solutions in order to avoid local optima.
7.2.2 Selection
The selection step selects a number of candidate solutions from the pre-
vious iteration to generate a set of new candidate clustering solutions.
We used selection method based on SPEA-II for MDC [155] and selection
method based on NSGA-II for MOMVEC [36].
7.2.3 Crossover
In evolutionary approaches, crossover is a process for generating a new
individual from two previous individuals. MDC and MOMVEC used
two crossover methods: a row-wise method and a column-wise crossover
method (rows represent clusters and columns represent documents).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
B 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
D 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
B 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
C 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Parent 1
Parent 2
Child 2Child 1
Figure 7.1: Example of row-wise crossover method.
The row-wise method swaps a randomly chosen row from one par-
ent with a randomly chosen row from the other parent, creating two new
children. If either child has any columns that are all zeros (i.e. unassigned
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documents), it adds an extra row to that child containing these documents.
This crossover methodmay result in overlapping clusters but the coverage
will always be 100%.
Figure 7.1 shows an example of the row-wise crossover method inwhich
the rows with dark gray background are swapped between Parent 1 and
Parent 2 and as a result Child 1 and Child 2 are created. The extra row
highlighted in light gray in Child 1 contains the unassigned documents
after the swapping.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1Parent 1
Parent 2
Child 2Child 1
Figure 7.2: Example of column-wise crossover method.
The column-wise method swaps (from 2 to 9) randomly chosen columns
of one parent with the corresponding columns of the other parent. If
the parents have different number of clusters, then excess rows are given
zero values for chosen columns. An additional step in the column-wise
crossover is to remove empty clusters. This type of crossover does not
affect the overlapping of documents but may result in less than 100% cov-
erage.
Figure 7.2 shows an example of the column-wise crossover method in
which the columns with dark gray background are swapped between Par-
ent 1 and Parent 2 and as a result Child 1 and Child 2 are created. Column
8 in Child 1 contains a zero value for all rows indicating that the document
was not assigned to any cluster.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
D 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
Split Cluster A
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
B 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
ܥଵ ܥଶ
ܥଷ ܥସ
Merge Cluster A and D
Figure 7.3: Example of split and merge mutation method.
7.2.4 Mutation
MDC and MOMVEC use two different types of mutation methods. Split-
mutation splits big clusters into two clusters and merge-mutation merges
two small clusters into one cluster. We used a random approach for split-
mutationwhich forms two clusters randomly from one cluster. Themerge-
mutation is based on inter-cluster distances andmerges the two small clus-
ters in a candidate clustering solution that have the minimum inter cluster
distance.
Figure 7.3 shows two examples of mutation. On the left, split-mutation
is applied to C1 to generate C3. Cluster (row) A is randomly selected and
split into two clusters A and D. On the right, merge-mutation is applied to
C2. Clusters A and D in C2 are merged into cluster A in C4.
7.2.5 Tuning
The newly generated candidate clustering solutions are mostly based on a
random approach and may not represent sensible clusterings. This would
cause the evolutionary approach to converge slowly. Therefore we need
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a local search mechanism to find local optima more quickly. This tuning
is based on k-means and includes the following two steps for all newly
generated candidate clustering solutions.
1. Calculating cluster centroids.
2. Relocating each document to the cluster with the nearest centroid.
These two steps are repeated until there is no change to centroids and
no more relocation of documents.
7.3 Multi-objectiveDocumentClustering (MDC)
The algorithm that MDC uses for finding Pareto fronts and selecting can-
didate clustering solutions is based on SPEA-II.
Algorithm 7.1 shows the process of our new method MDC. The algo-
rithm is a modified version of SPEA-II and starts with the initial popu-
lation, which is generated by exploiting the multiple views of the docu-
ments. It computes the objective functions Φa(C) and Φe(C) for each in-
dividual in a population. Then, using the SPEA-II method, we identify
the non-dominated solutions and finally perform our selection, crossover,
mutation and tuning steps (as described earlier) on the current population
to generate a new population. The truncation operator, mentioned in the
algorithm, removes 50% of the worst individuals in a population by con-
sidering their fitness value. The stopping criterion for the algorithm is the
total number of generations.
7.4 Multi-objective Multi-View Ensemble Clus-
tering (MOMVEC)
MOMVEC, on the other hand, is based on NSGA-II. Figure 7.4 presents
an overview of MOMVEC. The first step of the MOMVEC method is to
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Algorithm 7.1MDC - Document Clustering based on SPEA-II
1: Generate and represent encoded initial population Q0 from different
views of the documents. Set archive P0 = 0. Set population size N. Set
archive size Np and Set generation g = 0.
2: Compute the objective functions Obj1 andObj2 of all individuals inQg
and Pg
3: Copy all non-dominated solutions in Qg + Pg to Pg+1
4: if |Pg+1| > Np then
5: Reduce Pg+1 by means of truncation operator
6: else if |Pg+1| <= Np then
7: Copy Np - |Pg+1| dominated solutions from Qg + Pg to Pg+1
8: end if
9: if Stopping criterion is satisfied then
10: return Pg+1
11: end if
12: for i← 1, N/2 do
13: p1, p2 ← select two individuals from Pg+1
14: rand← generate a random number from 1 to 6.
15: if rand = 1 then
16: c1, c2 ← perform row-wise crossover(p1, p2)
17: else if rand = 2 then
18: c1, c2 ← perform column-wise Crossover(p1, p2)
19: else if rand = 3 or rand = 4 then
20: c1, c2 ← perform merge-mutation if possible, otherwise apply
split-mutation on p1 and p2
21: else if rand = 5 or rand = 6 then
22: c1, c2 ← perform split-mutation if possible, otherwise apply
merge-mutation on p1 and p2
23: end if
24: Qg+1 ← Apply tuning on c1 and c2
25: end for
26: Go to 2
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identify multiple views of the dataset. Then these views are used to gen-
erate multiple feature matrices to which clustering algorithms are applied
to generate multiple candidate clustering solutions. These initial candi-
date solutions are then encoded in the genetic representation and form the
initial population, and their fitness is evaluated on the basis of two criteria.
The evolutionary process is then applied. The current population con-
sists of Q (the set of new individuals just created) and P (the elite individ-
uals obtained from the previous iteration).
After fitness evaluation onQ, we useNSGA-II to compute Pareto fronts
(F1, F2 etc.) and rank all the candidate clustering solutions (i.e. P and Q).
If the stopping criterion is not met then we retain the top half of the ranked
candidate solutions of P and Q, and then perform Selection, Crossover,Mu-
tation and Tuning steps to generate a set of new candidate clustering solu-
tions Q.
F1
F2
F3
F4
…
Fn
New
Population
Non-Dominated
Sorting of P and Q
Fitness
Evaluation
Generate Initial 
Candidate Clustering 
Solutions
Identify Multiple 
Views
Generate feature 
matrices
P
Q
+ Selection
+ Crossover
+ Mutation
+ Tuning
Dataset
Figure 7.4: Overview of MOMVEC clustering method
The algorithm MOMVEC, uses a multiple objectives approach for se-
lecting the final clustering solution. Similar to NSGA-II, the algorithm
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Algorithm 7.2MOMVEC
Input: initial candidate clustering solutions Pinit and maximum number
of iterations max.
Output: Final clustering solution C.
1: P ← initializePopulation(Pinit)
2: for i← 1, max do
3: Compute Pareto ranking for P and sort P
4: P∗ ← top half from P
5: Q←Null
6: for i← 1, size(P)/2 do
7: p1, p2 ← select two candidate clustering solutions from P
8: rand← generate a random number from 1 to 6.
9: if rand = 1 then
10: c1, c2 ← rowCrossover(p1, p2)
11: else if rand = 2 then
12: c1, c2 ← columnCrossover(p1, p2)
13: else if rand = 3 or rand = 4 then
14: c1, c2 ← Apply merge-mutation if possible, otherwise apply
split-mutation on p1 and p2
15: else if rand = 5 or rand = 6 then
16: c1, c2 ← Apply split-mutation if possible, otherwise apply
merge-mutation on p1 and p2
17: end if
18: Q← Apply tuning on c1 and c2
19: end for
20: P ← P∗ ∪Q
21: end for
22: σ ← Compute Pareto ranking for P
23: P∗ ← {p′ ∈ P : ∀p′ ∈ P, σ(p′) = 1}
24: Select C from P∗
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ranks individuals iteratively based on Pareto ranking and crowding dis-
tance.
Algorithm 7.2 outlines the operation of our algorithm MOMVEC. It
takes two arguments as inputs, the initial candidate clustering solutions
and the maximum number of iterations. The initial candidate cluster-
ing solutions are the set of candidate solutions P generated from multiple
views (as described in section 6.3.1). The Pareto ranking function σ is cal-
culated for the current set of candidate clustering solutions P according to
Definition 3 provided in chapter 6 using the objective functions Φa(C) and
Φe(C).
The ranking function σ sorts the candidate clustering solutions P . The
loop on line 6 generates a new set of candidate clustering solutions by ap-
plying different methods on P . The row-wise and column-wise crossover
methods are chosen with a probability of 1
6
whereas the merge-mutation
and split-mutation methods are chosen with a probability of 1
3
. The new
candidate clustering solutions go under the tuning step and are thenmerged
with previous top rank (non-dominated) set of candidate clustering solu-
tions P∗.
Once the main loop is completed, the set of Pareto optimal solutions
P∗ is computed from P . The final clustering solution C is finally selected
based on the longest crowding distance from the rank 1 Pareto front as
described by [36].
The random method for selecting a final clustering solution might not
result in selecting the best solution from the Pareto optimal front and the
same is true for using crowding distance. However, using the crowding
distance increases the chances of choosing a better solution.
Please note that there are better ways to select the final clustering so-
lutions (e.g.[110]), however, our main focus was on clustering algorithms
instead of improving the genetic search. Further discussions about crowd-
ing distance can be found at [46].
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7.5 Experimental Setup
7.5.1 Datasets
We created eight datasets (D1-D8) from WebKB2 and WebKB4 datasets
which have two predefined views of webpages1. Also, we used Citeseer
2 and Cora3 dataset which also have two predefined views. Apart from
two view datasets we used a three view dataset which is the combina-
tion of AMBIENT4, MORESQUE5 and ODP-2396 datasets. The three views
of combined dataset were generated from topics, terms and ambiguous
queries of the document using wikiminer toolkit [96].
7.5.2 Evaluation Measure
The clustering performancewas evaluated using Clustering Accuracy (CA)
[105], F1-measure (F1) [131, 30] and Rand Index (RI) [70]. F1-measure is
defined as the weighted harmonic mean of Precision and Recall. Preci-
sion measures the accuracy of a system by considering the majority topics
of the clusters and Recall measures the coverage of different topics in a
clustering solution [30].
The details of the datasets and evaluation measures were provided in
chapter 3.
7.6 Experimental Setup for MDC
The algorithm was run multiple times and the average of all the runs is
reported in this research work. The parameters for the algorithms include
1Both of the datasets can be downloaded from http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜webkb/
2can be downloaded fromhttp://www.cs.umd.edu/˜sen/lbc-proj/data/citeseer.tgz
3can be downloaded fromhttp://www.cs.umd.edu/˜sen/lbc-proj/data/cora.tgz
4can be downloaded from http://credo.fub.it/ambient/
5can be downloaded from http://lcl.uniroma1.it/moresque/
6can be downloaded from http://credo.fub.it/odp239/
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the following: maximum number of generations was set to 1000, crossover
probability was set to 1
6
, mutation probability was set to 1
3
, population size
was set to 20. These parameters were fixed for all runs of the algorithm.
The number of clusters were randomly chosen at the initial stage ranging
from 2-10 for k-mean clustering and fixed number of clusters (predefined
number of clusters from gold standard) for other clustering methods.
MDC was compared with a simple ensemble clustering method (using
an average link hierarchical method as consensus function) and twomulti-
objective clustering approaches based on evolutionary approaches (Mock
andMMOEA). The results were compared using three different evaluation
metrics on different datasets. These evaluation metrics are widely used to
measure the quality of clustering by comparing the clustering solutions
produced by clustering methods with given gold standard clustering so-
lution provided by the datasets7.
Table 7.1: Clustering Accuracy computed on 10 two view datasets.
Dataset
Avg-Ensemble MOCK MMOEA MDC
v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view
D1 83.95 83.95 84.34 84.43 91.12 91.12 91.12 91.12 91.12 92.51
D2 86.22 87.94 87.01 87.39 90.12 90.21 90.42 90.12 90.21 91.45
D3 71.09 71.09 80.12 81.23 84.91 86.43 86.72 87.05 88.12 92.13
D4 73.83 74.16 74.98 75.33 85.54 86.96 88.54 88.17 90.15 92.88
D5 56.41 57.69 58.01 59.98 68.12 68.82 70.12 70.12 71.13 75.22
D6 72.36 60.17 72.36 60.17 73.01 74.87 75.45 74.11 76.85 78.13
D7 69.13 69.65 69.82 70.23 72.17 72.51 74.17 72.31 72.54 77.93
D8 78.11 78.49 79.91 80.45 79.91 80.98 79.91 79.91 81.44 83.91
Citeseer 43.87 44.32 45.98 45.98 50.01 51.45 54.34 51.12 53.32 60.12
Cora 44.72 46.35 46.51 47.22 50.95 51.12 55.11 51.31 52.32 60.15
7It is important to note that clustering is an unsupervised learning method and the
evaluation metrics can not be used as objective functions because the evaluation metrics
requires the gold standard clustering solutions, which are not present during the cluster-
ing process.
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Table 7.2: F1-measure computed on 10 two view datasets
Dataset
Avg-Ensemble MOCK MMOEA MDC
v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view
D1 91.28 91.28 91.54 91.68 91.95 91.68 92.01 91.95 91.68 92.01
D2 92.61 92.61 92.56 92.69 92.61 92.69 93.28 92.61 92.69 93.28
D3 88.71 88.71 89.91 89.91 90.71 91.74 92.14 91.03 92.11 93.82
D4 84.38 86.45 86.12 86.93 86.32 87.23 89.91 86.99 89.18 92.78
D5 66.52 67.56 67.56 68.32 69.12 70.34 71.12 70.12 71.61 75.82
D6 65.09 47.97 66.01 48.13 67.19 67.73 70.01 68.21 70.72 74.05
D7 56.24 63.67 58.23 64.39 62.99 67.16 71.25 63.87 69.63 74.42
D8 67.87 68.01 70.03 70.97 74.32 75.46 76.23 75.12 76.74 78.13
Citeseer 52.87 56.78 54.01 58.94 58.87 59.73 61.23 61.18 61.73 68.29
Cora 55.54 56.53 57.98 58.17 59.62 61.15 62.21 60.54 62.17 63.54
Table 7.3: Rand Index computed on 10 two view datasets
Dataset
Avg-Ensemble MOCK MMOEA MDC
v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view
D1 71.94 72.94 71.01 72.94 72.66 72.94 75.21 73.13 73.64 75.43
D2 76.14 76.14 76.99 76.34 77.89 78.31 79.89 78.23 78.51 80.21
D3 57.01 58.41 68.19 69.12 70.41 75.12 79.32 71.11 78.12 87.12
D4 59.38 61.55 69.11 70.33 74.93 74.93 75.58 75.45 78.91 88.21
D5 61.02 61.96 63.12 63.76 70.79 75.12 76.17 73.12 75.97 82.72
D6 66.73 48.13 67.53 50.11 72.65 73.12 74.65 74.95 76.32 80.88
D7 65.52 67.96 72.12 73.01 73.13 74.76 76.21 74.41 75.11 80.56
D8 75.58 76.83 75.88 77.63 80.76 81.12 82.12 82.92 83.41 85.14
Citeseer 60.43 73.06 72.23 74.34 76.26 77.13 77.23 78.26 79.36 85.21
Cora 70.21 73.92 76.12 74.23 78.79 80.21 81.83 80.11 81.32 89.75
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Table 7.4: Improvement of clustering quality of MDC compare toMMOEA
Dataset
CA Improvement F1 Improvement RI Improvement
v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view
D1 0.000 0.000 1.525 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.647 0.960 0.293
D2 0.000 0.000 1.139 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.437 0.255 0.401
D3 2.520 1.955 6.238 0.353 0.403 1.823 0.994 3.994 9.834
D4 3.075 3.668 4.902 0.776 2.235 3.192 0.694 5.312 16.711
D5 2.936 3.357 7.273 1.447 1.806 6.609 3.291 1.132 8.599
D6 1.507 2.645 3.552 1.518 4.415 5.771 3.166 4.376 8.346
D7 0.194 0.041 5.069 1.397 3.678 4.449 1.750 0.468 5.708
D8 0.000 0.568 5.006 1.076 1.696 2.492 2.675 2.823 3.678
Citeseer 2.220 3.635 10.637 3.924 3.348 11.530 2.623 2.891 10.333
Cora 0.707 2.347 9.145 1.543 1.668 2.138 1.675 1.384 9.679
7.6.1 Comparison on Two View Datasets
Our method MDC was compared with three clustering methods: AVG-
Ensemble, MOCK and MMOEA. The first method is a single objective
average-link clustering ensemble method based on link pairwise similar-
ity matrices [72]. The second method MOCK is a multi-objective evolu-
tionary algorithm [62] based on SPEA-II8. Our recent work, MMOEA is a
multi-objective multi-view evolutionary algorithm based on the NSGA-
II approach [132]. MMOEA uses the standard crossover method with
three objectives. We implemented Avg-Ensemble and MMOEA clustering
methods and the code for MOCK was provided by their authors.
Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 show the values of CA, F1 and RI respectively
computed on 10 different two-view datasets. The column label “v1”means
view one and “v1+v2” means that view one and view two were concate-
nated in a single feature matrix. “2view” means the two views v1 and
v2 were used separately and two feature matrices were constructed in the
clustering process. The bold values indicate the algorithm producing the
highest value for the given dataset in a specific view. All three tables show
8http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/mbs/julia.handl/mock.html
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a general trend that our new method, MDC, outperforms other clustering
methods in terms of CA, F1 and RI on all views.
Table 7.4 provides the percentage improvements ofMDC overMMOEA.
The percentage values are calculated in terms of CA, F1 and RI on 10 dif-
ferent datasets. In general, MDC performs equally well for a few cases,
but most of the time shows a reasonable improvement over MMOEA.
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Figure 7.5: Analysis of MDC
We further performed component analysis of MDC by removing differ-
ent evolutionary steps and analyzing the results on two view dataset. Fig-
ure 7.5 shows the clustering quality (Average CA) on y-axis and number of
generations on x-axis. The results were computed by removing crossover,
mutation and tuning steps individually from the MDC method and pro-
ducing the clustering solution. With all features, MDC converged around
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160 generations. However, when the tuning step was removed the method
converged around 375 generations. The tuning step played a vital role in
improving the convergence speed. Crossover andmutation steps also con-
tributed to the speed but less than tuning step.
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Figure 7.6: CA on combined dataset
7.6.2 Comparison on Three View Datasets
The results of the three view/combined dataset of AMBIENT,MORESQUE
and ODP-239 are depicted in Figure 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 as box plots of CA, F1
and RI values. The three views were concatenated for Avg-Ensemble and
MOCK and used separately forMMOEA andMDC.OurmethodMDChas
better mean values as compared to Avg-Ensemble, MOCK and MMOEA
in terms of CA, F1 and RI values. Similar results were also observed on
other views.
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Figure 7.7: F1 on combined dataset
7.6.3 Statistical Analysis
We performed the pairwise Wilcoxon statistical significance test [138] on
two view and three view datasets for CA, F1 and RI values. We used CA,
F1 and RI values of MDC as a control group and compared them indi-
vidually with the values of Avg-Ensemble, Mock and MMOEA. Table 7.5
shows the p-values of the statistical test performed on CA, F1 and RI val-
ues of two view datasets(D1-D8, Citeseer and Cora).
The p-values of the statistical test performed on CA, F1 and RI values
of combined dataset (having 397 queries) are 0.0016, 0.0002 and 0.0001 re-
spectively. We used α = 0.05 for all statistical test and the results showed
that our method MDC has a statistically significant improvement as com-
pared to other clustering methods.
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Figure 7.8: RI on combined dataset
7.7 Experimental Setup for MOMVEC
As chapter 6 showed MMOEA was consistently better than other cluster-
ing methods and there is no point in listing all the methods. Therefore we
compared MMOEA, MDC and MOMVEC methods in this experiment.
MOMVEC is similar to MDC except for the fact that MOMVEC uses
the NSGA-II approach to compute the Pareto fronts and differs in terms of
implementation of the algorithm.
MOMVEC uses the following parameter settings: maximum number
of generations = 1000, crossover probability 1
6
, mutation probability 1
3
,
population size = 20. We used a fixed number of clusters (provided by
user) for all other algorithms to generate initial candidate clustering so-
lutions. MOMVEC was compared with MMOEA and MDC using three
different metrics: Clustering Accuracy (CA) [105], F1-measure (F1) [30],
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Table 7.5: Statistical significance test based on the values of Clustering
Accuracy, F1-measure and Rand Index computed on all datasets
Avg-Ensemble MOCK MMOEA
v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 2view
p-value on CA 0.0015 0.0008 0.0025 0.0009 0.0154 0.0057 0.0001
p-value on F1 0.0017 0.0185 0.0056 0.0447 0.0042 0.0026 0.0038
p-value on RI 0.0003 0.003 0.0004 0.008 0.0005 0.0021 0.0011
and Rand Index (RI) [70], and on 10 two-view datasets (D1-D8, Citeseer
and Cora), and one three-view dataset (combined version of AMBIENT,
MORESQUE and ODP-239).
Table 7.6: Values of CA computed on 10 two-view datasets
Dataset
MMOEA MDC MOMVEC
v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view
D1 91.12 91.12 91.12 91.12 91.12 92.51 91.12 91.12 92.51
D2 90.12 90.21 90.42 90.12 90.21 91.45 90.15 90.21 91.45
D3 84.91 86.43 86.72 87.05 88.12 92.13 87.11 88.19 92.13
D4 85.54 86.96 88.54 88.17 90.15 92.88 88.18 90.18 92.88
D5 68.12 68.82 70.12 70.12 71.13 75.22 70.13 71.11 75.23
D6 73.01 74.87 75.45 74.11 76.85 78.13 74.12 76.87 78.13
D7 72.17 72.51 74.17 72.31 72.54 77.93 72.34 72.54 77.93
D8 79.91 80.98 79.91 79.91 81.44 83.91 79.91 81.54 83.91
Citeseer 50.01 51.45 54.34 51.12 53.32 60.12 51.12 53.32 60.12
Cora 50.95 51.12 55.11 51.31 52.32 60.15 51.31 52.32 60.15
7.7.1 Comparison on Two View Datasets
Tables 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 present the average values of 100 runs of the cluster-
ing methods in terms of CA, F1 and RI values respectively9. These values
9values are converted to percentages by multiplying them with 100 for better under-
standing
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Table 7.7: Values of F1-measure computed on 10 two-view datasets
Dataset
MMOEA MDC MOMVEC
v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view
D1 91.95 91.68 92.01 91.95 91.68 92.01 91.95 91.68 92.01
D2 92.61 92.69 93.28 92.61 92.69 93.28 92.61 92.69 93.28
D3 90.71 91.74 92.14 91.03 92.11 93.82 91.11 92.14 93.83
D4 86.32 87.23 89.91 86.99 89.18 92.78 87.12 89.12 92.79
D5 69.12 70.34 71.12 70.12 71.61 75.82 70.22 71.63 75.81
D6 67.19 67.73 70.01 68.21 70.72 74.05 68.31 70.73 74.07
D7 62.99 67.16 71.25 63.87 69.63 74.42 63.87 69.65 74.41
D8 74.32 75.46 76.23 75.12 76.74 78.13 75.15 76.75 78.14
Citeseer 58.87 59.73 61.23 61.18 61.73 68.29 61.18 61.73 68.29
Cora 59.62 61.15 62.21 60.54 62.17 63.54 60.54 62.17 63.54
Table 7.8: Values of Rand Index computed on 10 two-view datasets
Dataset
MMOEA MDC MOMVEC
v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view
D1 72.66 72.94 75.21 73.13 73.64 75.43 73.13 73.64 75.43
D2 77.89 78.31 79.89 78.23 78.51 80.21 78.23 78.51 80.21
D3 70.41 75.12 79.32 71.11 78.12 87.12 71.12 78.12 87.12
D4 74.93 74.93 75.58 75.45 78.91 88.21 75.45 78.93 88.32
D5 70.79 75.12 76.17 73.12 75.97 82.72 73.12 76.07 82.72
D6 72.65 73.12 74.65 74.95 76.32 80.88 74.95 76.41 80.91
D7 73.13 74.76 76.21 74.41 75.11 80.56 74.43 75.11 80.56
D8 80.76 81.12 82.12 82.92 83.41 85.14 82.94 83.45 85.14
Citeseer 76.26 77.13 77.23 78.26 79.36 85.21 78.26 79.36 85.21
Cora 78.79 80.21 81.83 80.11 81.32 89.75 80.11 81.32 89.75
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Table 7.9: Percentage improvement of MOMVEC compared to MDC
Dataset
CA Improvement F1 Improvement RI Improvement
v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view
D1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
D2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.033 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
D3 0.088 0.033 0.011 0.069 0.079 0.000 0.014 0.000 0.000
D4 0.149 -0.067 0.011 0.011 0.033 0.000 0.000 0.025 0.125
D5 0.143 0.028 -0.013 0.014 -0.028 0.013 0.000 0.132 0.000
D6 0.147 0.014 0.027 0.013 0.026 0.000 0.000 0.118 0.037
D7 0.000 0.029 -0.013 0.041 0.000 0.000 0.027 0.000 0.000
D8 0.040 0.013 0.013 0.000 0.123 0.000 0.024 0.048 0.000
Citeseer 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Cora 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
are computed on two view datasets specified in the first column for their
corresponding clustering methods. The v1 and v1+v2 columns for all clus-
tering methods indicate that the value is computed for view one (terms)
and a concatenation of two views (view one and view two) into a single
feature matrix. The 2view column mentioned under MMOEA, MDC and
MOMVEC indicates that the view one and view two were each used in the
clustering methods separately with two different feature matrices.
The best CA, F1 and RI values for v1, v1+v2 and 2view are shown in
bold font. Overall, MOMVEC performed at least equally well to the other
clusteringmethods in terms of CA, F1 and RI and generally out-performed
the other clustering methods.
In table 7.6, MMOEA, MDC and MOMVEC share the maximum value
of 79.91 for view one on the D8 dataset. However, MOMVEC outper-
formed all other clustering methods in the v1+v2 view.
In table 7.7, MMOEA, MDC and MOMVEC share the highest F1 val-
ues on the D1 and D2 datasets for all views. However, for the rest of the
datasets, MMOEAproducedworse results than bothMDC andMOMVEC.
Generally, MOMVECperformed slightly better thanMDC clusteringmethod.
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Table 7.10: Statistical significance test based on the values of Clustering
Accuracy, F1-measure and Rand Index computed on all datasets
Avg-Ensemble MOCK MMOEA
v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 2view
p-value on CA 0.0015 0.0008 0.0025 0.0015 0.0147 0.0052 0.0001
p-value on F1 0.0015 0.0185 0.0049 0.0447 0.0031 0.0025 0.0038
p-value on RI 0.0003 0.003 0.0004 0.0081 0.0005 0.002 0.0011
Table 7.8 shows that MDC and MOMVEC produced very similar re-
sults, and outperformed MMOEA on all datasets in terms of RI on all
views.
Table 7.9 shows the percentage improvements of MOMVEC over MDC
in terms of CA, F1 and RI values on datasets having two views. The
highlighted values represent the positive improvement achieved by the
MOMVEC algorithm. The four negative value show the percentage cases
where MOMVEC results were worse.
MOMVECwas neverworse thanMDC in terms of RI. Overall, MOMVEC
shows similar results with MDC with a few slight improvements over
MDC.
Figure 7.9 shows the performance of MOMVEC when we indepen-
dently took out crossover, mutation and tuning steps. The y-axis rep-
resents the average Clustering Quality (Average CA) computed on two
view datasets and the x-axis represents the number of generations. The
algorithm converged after 240 generations with all steps, 600 generations
without the tuning step, 455 generations without the mutation step and
360 generations without the crossover step. This analysis provided insight
about the importance and impact of each step. As with MDC the tuning
step (i.e. local search) had the greatest impact on the speed of convergence
of the algorithm. The mutation methods were more important for speed of
convergence (though not for early accuracy) than the crossover methods.
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of average clustering quality (CA) of MOMVEC,
MOMVEC without tuning, MOMVEC without mutation, MOMVEC without
crossover steps for 700 generations.
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7.7.2 Comparison on Three View Datasets
We also computed CA, F1 and RI values on the combined dataset of 397
queries for all views10 which also showed that MDC and MOMVEC out-
performed other clustering methods. Figures 7.10,7.11 and 7.12 shows CA,
F1 and RI values computed on combined dataset respectively. MDC and
MOMVEC performed equally well in terms of CA, F1 and RI values and
produced better results than Avg-Ensemble, Mock and MMOEA cluster-
ing methods.
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Figure 7.10: box plot of Clustering Accuracy on combined dataset
10we concatenated three views and formed one feature matrix for Avg-Ensemble and
MOCK and generated three feature matrices from views separately for MMOEA, MDC
and MOMVEC for fair comparison
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Figure 7.11: box plot of F1-measure values on combined dataset
7.7.3 Statistical Analysis
We performed the pairwise Wilcoxon statistical significance test [138] on
CA, F1 and RI values computed on both two view and three view datasets.
The values for MOMVEC were treated as a control group and were com-
pared individually with the values of the other clustering methods.
MDC and MOMVEC performed very similarly on two view datasets
and there was no statistically significance improvement. However, MOMVEC
showed a statistically significant improvement compared to Avg-Ensemble,
Mock and MMOEA clustering methods
Table 7.10 provides the detail of the p-values of 2 view datasets. The
p-values for the two-view datasets calculated on Clustering Accuracy, F1-
measure and RI values are less than 0.005. The statistical test was per-
formed for α = 0.05 and the results showed that the improvement ofMOMVEC
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Figure 7.12: box plot of RI values on combined dataset
on Avg-Ensemble, Mock and MMOEA were statistically significant.
The p-values for the three view datasets calculated on Clustering Ac-
curacy, F1-measure and RI showed the similar trend as two view datasets.
The p-values are less than 0.005 for α = 0.05 in case of Avg-Ensemble, Mock
and MMOEA but the p-values are greater than 0.005 in case of MDC on
three view datasets. This meansMOMVEC showed statistically significant
performance as compared to Avg-Ensemble, Mock and MMOEA except
for MDC.
7.8 Single vs Multi-Objective Analysis
We also implemented two single objective methods GA-1 and GA-2. The
GA-1 uses Obj1 and GA-2 uses Obj2 only. Table 7.11 shows F1 score com-
puted on two view datasets for GA-1, GA-2, MDC andMOMVEC for com-
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parison. MDC outperformed single objective clustering methods GA-1,
GA-2. This analysis was performed to see if generating diverse clustering
is the only reason for the better performance. However, the result show
that using multi-objective approach can improve the results.
Table 7.11: Comparison of F1 score of GA-1, GA-2, MDC (SPEA-II) and
MOMVEC (NSGA-II) computed on 10 different multi-view datasets
Dataset
GA-1 GA-2 MDC (SPEA-II) MOMVEC (NSGA-II)
v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 v1 v1+v2 2view v1 v1+v2 2view
D1 90.18 91.28 81.88 82.28 91.95 91.68 92.01 91.95 91.68 92.01
D2 90.14 92.14 85.61 84.61 92.61 92.69 93.28 92.61 92.69 93.28
D3 84.45 88.71 80.71 83.71 91.03 92.11 93.82 91.11 92.14 93.83
D4 85.65 86.71 80.62 80.45 86.99 89.18 92.78 87.12 89.12 92.79
D5 65.17 67.21 66.52 67.56 70.12 71.61 75.82 70.22 71.63 75.81
D6 63.19 47.27 35.15 37.97 68.21 70.72 74.05 68.31 70.73 74.07
D7 50.14 63.67 45.13 50.48 63.87 69.63 74.42 63.87 69.65 74.41
D8 64.85 67.71 56.85 58.01 75.12 76.74 78.13 75.15 76.75 78.14
Citeseer 50.59 56.41 45.14 52.76 61.18 61.73 68.29 61.18 61.73 68.29
Cora 56.05 58.61 51.45 52.33 60.54 62.17 63.54 60.54 62.17 63.54
7.9 Summary
This chapter presented two new clustering ensemble method (MDC and
MOMVEC) based on multi-objective evolutionary algorithms. The meth-
ods introduced four new innovations: weighted intra-cluster distance in
objective functions, row-wise/column-wise crossover methods, split/merge
mutation methods and a tuning method in the multi-objective evolution-
ary process for refining the clustering solution.
MDC was implemented using SPEA-II and outperformed other clus-
tering ensemble methods. Even when restricted to a single view, MDC
provided better results on themajority of the datasets andwas neverworse.
The use of multiple views generated a diverse set of clusters and led to
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even better results.
MOMVEC was implemented using NSGA-II and produced very sim-
ilar results to MDC with slight improvements. The results showed that
using a multi-objective approach is much better than using a single objec-
tive approach for clustering ensembles.
MDC and MOMVEC results performed on view one and view two
produced different clustering solutions. The CA, F1 and RI values which
represent the quality of clustering were different for both views. Gener-
ally view one (terms) dominated view two (hypertext), therefore we only
showed the results of view one. However, in some cases the view two
dominated the results. This variation of results on two views suggested
that we should consider multiple views for clustering the data.
Simply concatenating the two views into a single feature matrix is not
always a good solution. As shown in table 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 the CA, F1
and RI values computed on D6 dataset for view v1+v2 was worse than v1
in case of Avg-Ensemble and MOCK clustering methods. Our methods
MMOEA, MDC and MOMVEC used multiple views separately, therefore
they got better results.
Our methods (MDC and MOMVEC) are able to produce both over-
lapping and non-overlapping clusters and automatically determines the
number of clusters for final clustering solution. The current methods work
well on small to medium size datasets having no more than 1500 features.
Experiments indicate they are slow on large datasets with more then 4000
features. One of the remedies for this issue is to use dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques to reduce the number of features. However, using dimen-
sionality reduction techniques may lead to loss of information.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
Traditional clustering methods for text clustering are mainly originated
from general clustering methods and usually ignore the rich features of
text in clustering. The overall goal of this thesis was to develop novel
clustering methods for text data that exploit the richness of the text.
The thesis achieved the goal by developing five new clustering meth-
ods that show how to utilize the rich features of the text in clustering to
address the limitations of existing clustering methods. The newly devel-
oped text clustering methods were compared with state-of-the-art clus-
tering methods and the results showed that these methods outperformed
recent clustering methods. The following sections provide details of the
achieved objectives, the main conclusions, future work and closing re-
marks for this thesis.
8.1 Objectives and the Contributions
The following four objectives were achieved by developing new clustering
methods.
• Develop a new clustering method to exploit user queries for Search Result
Clustering(SRC).
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Chapter 4 discussed the importance of using rich features in cluster-
ing methods to produce meaningful cluster labels and good quality
clusters. Generally SRC methods ignore the fact that the user query
is an important aspect in clustering the search results. When the user
query is ambiguous, i.e., can have multiple senses, each sense repre-
sents a different meaning of the user query.
The thesis presented a new description-centric clustering method
Query Sense Clustering (QSC) for SRC which achieved this objective.
QSC exploits query senses to generate meaningful cluster labels and
uses two different text representations (based on syntactic and se-
mantic features) of documents to generate quality clusters. QSC in-
cludes three steps to form a clustering solution—initial cluster gen-
eration, cluster optimization and cluster ranking.
QSC was compared with nine recent SRC methods and the result
showed that QSC outperformed all other SRC methods by a large
margin. The cluster labels generated by QSC were also more mean-
ingful than STC and Lingo.
• Develop a new subspace clustering method for text data that uses semantic
information in its distance measure.
A new soft subspace clustering method, Dirichlet Weighted K-means
(DWKM), was presented in this thesis which achieved this objective.
DWKM is based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model and
provides a new semantic feature weighting along with a new seman-
tically weighted distance measure. DWKM uses Gibbs sampling to
generate probability based topic-term and topic-document matrices
which are then used to derive a probability based weighted distance
measure for the clustering method. The DWKM algorithm uses the
weighted distance measure to formulate clustering as a minimiza-
tion problem and then produces the clustering solution using an it-
erative approach.
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DWKMwas comparedwith simple k-means, LDA as clusteringmethod,
and three recent soft subspace clusteringmethods. The results showed
that DWKM outperformed other clustering methods.
• Use multiple views of text data to generate diverse candidate clustering so-
lutions for clustering ensemble methods.
Anew clustering ensemblemethodMulti-ViewMulti-Objective Evolu-
tionary Algorithm (MMOEA)was presented in the thesis which achieved
this objective. In the first step, clustering ensemble methods try to
generate multiple candidate solutions, which then are used in step
two for deriving the final clustering solution. MMOEA introduced
the concept of using multiple views of the text data to improve the
first step of clustering ensemble methods.
In the second step, traditional clustering ensemble methods gener-
ally selected one candidate clustering solution from the generated
candidate clustering solutions. However, MMOEA used NSGA-II
for the second step and developed a cluster-centric approach to select
quality clusters from different clustering solutions instead of select-
ing a single clustering solution to derive a final clustering solution.
MMOEAwas compared with state-of-the-art multi-objective cluster-
ing ensemble methods based on evolutionary algorithms and the re-
sults showed that MMOEA had a significant improvement over the
previous methods.
• Develop a new approach to combining different candidate clustering solu-
tions to generate final clustering solution for clustering ensemble methods.
Two newmulti-objective clustering ensemblemethodsMulti-objective
Document Clustering (MDC) and Multi-objective Multi-view Ensemble
Clustering (MOMVEC) were presented in the thesis which achieved
this objective. In the first step, MDC uses a multi-view method sim-
ilar to MMOEA to generate candidate clustering solutions, and in
the second step, MDC introduces better crossover methods, muta-
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tion operators, a tuning step, two objective functions, and uses the
SPEA-II algorithm.
MDC was compared with MMOEA and other recent multi-objective
clustering ensemble methods. The result showed that MDC out per-
formed MMOEA and other existing methods and had a significant
improvement.
MOMVEC is similar to MDC except that it uses NSGA-II instead of
the SPEA-II evolutionary algorithm in step 2 of themethod. MOMVEC
was compared with MDC and MMOEA and the result showed that
MOMVEC had a significant improvement over existing clustering
methods including MMOEA. However, MOMVEC and MDC per-
formed equally well and MOMVEC has slightly better results com-
pared to MDC.
8.2 Main Conclusions
This section provides the major conclusions of the four main contribution
chapters (4-7) corresponding to the four objectives.
• Exploiting user queries improves Search Result Clustering (SRC)
Since utilizing different senses of user queries was the key change
in QSC, the fact that QSC significantly outperformed existing SRC
methods demonstrates that using the user query in this way can lead
to improved results. Therefore, SRC methods should use the differ-
ent senses to form clusters reflecting the different meanings of the
user query.
• Index based evaluation measures may not be suitable for gold standard eval-
uation with an unbalanced number of clusters
Chapter 4 provides experiments using gold standards of AMBIENT
and MORESQUE in the cluster analysis section. The gold standard
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has a coarse grain clustering solution while QSC produced fine grain
clustering solutions. Since index based evaluation such as ARI and JI
heavily penalize small clusters, using such evaluation measures can
be misleading. Therefore, these index based evaluation measures are
not suitable for evaluation if there is a mismatch in the grain size of
the gold standard and the clustering solution. In such cases, we ob-
served that F1-measure is more suitable for evaluating the quality of
the clustering solution.
• Utilizing rich features in weighting schemes and distance measures im-
proves soft subspace clustering
The distance measure is a crucial part of many clustering methods.
Existing soft subspacemethods for text clustering use general weighted
distance measures. DWKM shows examples of how semantic infor-
mation (rich features) can be used in deriving a probability based
feature weighting scheme and a weighted distance measure for soft
subspace clustering and demonstrates that using rich features in a
weighting scheme and distance measure plays an important role in
improving the quality of the clusters.
• Utilizing multiple views and a multi-objective cluster oriented method for
combining solutions improves clustering ensemble methods
Chapter 6 discusses a clustering ensemble method MMOEA which
uses multiple views to generate candidate clustering solutions. We
demonstrated that using multiple views in step 1 of the clustering
ensemble methods can lead to diverse candidate clustering solutions
where the clusters from different views provide different insights
about the data.
It was observed that some of the clusters in a clustering solution
had a high compactness (documents were very similar) while other
clusters had very low compactness. Because our cluster ensemble
method uses multiple views to generate candidate clustering solu-
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tions, their candidate clustering solutions are also a mixture of high
and low quality clusters. MMOEA shows that selecting high-quality
clusters from a set of candidate clustering solutions, instead of se-
lecting one candidate clustering solution in step two of the clustering
method allows a clusteringmethod to take advantage of the different
insights of different views.
In step two, the common approach in existing clustering ensemble
methods is to formulate a clustering problem as a single objective
problem to select a candidate clustering solution as final clustering
solutions. The single objective function is in fact based on differ-
ent criteria which tries to measures intra-cluster similarity and inter-
cluster separability using a linear function. MMOEA shows that for-
mulating clustering problem as a multi-objective optimization ap-
proach to derive a clustering solution can improve the clustering en-
semble methods.
• Better evolutionary operators and objective functions improve multi-objective
evolutionary clustering ensemble methods
Chapter 7 provided details of two more clustering ensemble meth-
ods (MDC and MOMVEC), which were the improved version of
MMOEA. The newmethods had a better crossover, mutation, tuning
and objective criteria thanMMOEA, and results showed that the new
methods had a significant improvement over MMOEA. Chapter 7
also provided an analysis of the method without crossover, mutation
and tuning steps. We observed that removing these steps (crossover,
mutation and tuning) causes worse results. Moreover, the single ob-
jective methods GA-1 and GA-2, mentioned in the chapter, also per-
formed worse than MDC and MOMVEC. Hence, we concluded that
better evolutionary operators and multi objective functions improve
the results of evolutionary clustering ensemble methods.
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8.3 Limitations and Future Work
In general, this thesis sets a new direction for text clustering methods by
encouraging researchers to use rich features in developing new and better
clustering methods. Limitations and future directions are listed below for
each newly developed clustering methods.
• Query Sense Clustering (QSC)
The similarity measure and document representation are the key fac-
tors in a clustering. QSC uses a simple sum and a scaling factor con-
stant with cosine similarity function. The similarity measure of QSC
could be improved by using a sophisticated method which automat-
ically learns the value of the scaling factor.
The greedy search in step 2 of the QSC could also be improved to
avoid local optima, by using the query senses in addition to docu-
ment similarity. QSC used a Wikipedia based topic detection tech-
nique, which is not as good as state-of-the-art topic detection tech-
niques such as LDA [15]; using LDA to detect topics from search
results by considering query senses may further improve QSC.
QSC derives the user query senses from Wikipedia. The user query
senses could also be derived from Google WebIT and ukWac corpus.
In future, we would like to useWikipedia, Google WebIT and ukWac
corpus in conjunction to enhance the quality of query senses.
• Dirichlet Weighted K-means (DWKM)
Currently, DWKM requires users to input the number of topics to
initialize the LDA model. In future, we will remedy this by investi-
gating non-parametric LDA models and will try to reduce the com-
putational complexity of the overall method. Another direction for
DWKM is to investigate the use of LDA to generate different candi-
date clustering solutions for clustering ensemble methods.
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• Multi-View Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MMOEA)
MMOEA is limited to domains that allow overlapping clusters and
whose data can be represented by multiple views.
MMOEA currently requires a collection of documents which are re-
trieved by performing a query on the data. In the case of the Reuters
data set for which there are no queries, a small modification would
be required to disable the user query sense and the method could
use two views (topics and terms) instead of three views.
MMOEA contains three objective functions which are computation-
ally expensive. MMOEA could be reduced to two objective with a
penalty criteria on the cluster size to improve the performance of the
algorithm.
The genetic crossover operator used by MMOEA is very simple and
the evolutionary search could be improved by adding different types
of crossover and mutation operators which add, delete, replace, split
and merge clusters. Furthermore, a tuning step in evolutionary pro-
cess could be added which can fine tune the poor clusters.
Some limitations of MMOEA are addressed byMDC andMOMVEC.
• Multi-Objective Document Clustering (MDC) and MOMVEC
MDC andMMOEAwork well on small to medium size datasets hav-
ing no more than 1500 features but experiments indicate they are
slow on large datasets with more than 4000 features. One of the
remedies for this issue would be to use dimensionality reduction
techniques to reduce the number of features. The difficulty is that,
using dimensionality reduction techniques may lead to loss of infor-
mation.
Future directions for both MDC and MOMVEC are to improve the
scalability on larger corpora by applying an effective dimensional-
ity reduction technique and to automatically identify the multiple
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views of the data without using any predefined views or domain
knowledge.
8.3.1 Future Work on Finding Multiple Views
The current literature does not clearly define the concept of multiple views
of the data. Some researchers refer to multiple views as different sets of
features while others regard them as new features transformed from pre-
vious features.
Since this thesis was more focused on using rich features, one limita-
tion of this thesis is that it does not address how to detect multiple views.
Most of the existing algorithms only handle disjoint views and ignore
overlapping and hidden views. Disjoint views are generally formed by di-
viding features into different subsets. These subsets of features may pro-
vide a subspace where a cluster can be found, but there is no guarantee
that these approaches will provide different views.
A common assumption for handling multiple views of existing algo-
rithms is to consider all views have homogeneous data. However, the data
is generally heterogeneous, which means objects can be described by cate-
gorical data, graph data, time series data or combination of different types
of features. Furthermore, data can also come from different sources which
can lead to more complexities in detecting multiple views. More details
about multiple views and related literature can be found in [143, 121, 100].
The text clustering methods presented in this thesis use predefined
multiple views. The primary future work for this thesis is to investigate
how we can automatically detect multiple views in different datasets.
8.4 Closing Remarks
Traditional clustering methods such as k-means and AHC are widely used
for clustering text data. Clustering text data poses additional challenges
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for clustering methods, which are usually not addressed by the traditional
clustering methods. Although current text clustering methods try to ad-
dress the challenges of text data, they ignore utilizing the rich features of
the text data to improve clustering methods.
This thesis highlights the limitations of the current text clusteringmeth-
ods and discusses five new text clustering methods.
These new text clustering methods demonstrated that the rich features
are very useful in clustering to determine the similarity of documents and
can play an important role in deriving high quality clusters.
The new text clustering methods not only use the rich features but also
address some of the limitations of the existing text clustering methods.
These five clustering methods were compared with some of the existing
text clustering methods and the result showed that the new text cluster-
ing methods outperformed other existing clustering methods. Hence, we
concluded that utilizing rich features in clustering can produce better re-
sults and we encourage the future researchers to exploit rich features for
improving text clustering methods.
Appendices
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Glossary
Bag of words The bag of words approach states that a document or seg-
ment of text data is a bag which contains words of the document..
22
Class A class is an ideal clusters in a gold standard clustering solution
made by domain experts (human judges).. 40
Gold standard The gold standard clustering solution (also called ideal
clustering solution) is generally made by domain experts (human
judges). A common confusion in evaluation of clustering solution is
to consider that the gold standard can be used during the clustering
process. It is to note that the clustering is unsupervised learning and
there is no information about the gold standard (ideal clustering so-
lution) during the clustering process. The gold standard can only be
used for evaluation after the clustering process is finished and a new
clustering solution is generated. Clusters in gold standard are also
called classes.. 40
N-grams The n-grams generally referred to as a sequence of the words
occurring together in a sentence. The terms uni-grams, bi-grams and
tri-grams are used to specify 1,2 and 3 word phrase. Whereas, the
term n-grams is more general term and the value of n represents
number of words in a phrase.. 24
147
148 Glossary
VSM Vector Space Model uses the bag of words approach to represents
all objects as vectors in a feature space. In text clustering, a document
is a vector and all the words (vocabulary of the dataset) are features..
5
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